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We have a tradition here at the Reader of tasking one of the city’s most talented illustrators, Jason Wyatt Frederick, with creating a Where’s Waldo-esque tableau every year for Pitchfork, filled with a who’s who of Chicago personalities and small visual puzzles spelling out the music fest’s lineup. When it seemed clear that we would go at least one if not more years without a Pitchfork Fest, we knew we couldn’t go that long without a Frederick cover. So when the Best of Chicago issue came around, we knew what we had to do.

The theme of this year’s Best of Chicago is losses and gains, allowing us to eulogize what is no more while still recognizing that there were some good things in 2020 after all. Stages and bowling alleys may be collecting cobwebs, but farmers’ markets and drive-ins are thriving. When indoor dining shut down, ghost kitchens and Instagram accounts kept us on the pulse of culinary innovations. Sure, the parks and beaches were closed for a while, but that allowed nature to heal—and we got enough interaction with wildlife being around our pets 24-7. And who needs to leave home when you have “WAP” on repeat? Frederick captured the last year in a nutshell, and as much as I love the way it looks, I hope we can go back to our old tradition next year and celebrate gathering together again. —Brianna Wellen

For more of Frederick’s work, go to cargocollective.com/jwfrederick.
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FOOD FEATURE

Dhuaan BBQ Company smokes meat Desi-style

A weekly Pilsen pop-up is moving toward permanence.

By MIKE SULA

Over the span of four years, Sheal Patel converted his entire family of lifelong vegetarians into meat eaters.

The now-34-year-old founder of the new Pilsen-based pop-up Dhuaan BBQ Company thinks he was first seduced by meat in grade school by the pepperoni on the cafeteria pizza at Kingsley Elementary in Naperville.

His mother—the cook in the family—originally hailed from the overwhelmingly vegetarian state of Gujarat in western India, and wasn’t thrilled by his new diet, but his parents didn’t discourage him either.

“My mom said, ‘That’s fine if you like meat,’” he says. “That’s against our religion, but I’m not gonna bar you from eating it. But if you want to eat it you’re gonna have to learn how to cook it yourself.’”

It was a present in fifth grade that solidified his destiny as a hardcore carnivore. “One of the best gifts I ever got as a child was a grill in the backyard,” he says. “That was my pathway to really discover meat, because my mom still wasn’t thrilled with raw meat in her own kitchen.”

On Fridays she typically cooked non-Indian vegetarian dinners—say, bean burritos or pasta. “That slowly became meat day,” he says. “I would give my mom my list of things I wanted from the supermarket, and Friday I would experiment in the kitchen for dinner.”

Patel became a student of global barbecue, from tabletop Korean, to Hong Kong-style siu mei, to the kebabs of the Indian subcontinent,
but particularly to all the regional American styles of low-and-slow smoked meats. It wasn’t long before he was raiding his mother’s spice cabinet and applying garam masala and yogurt marinades to ribs, brisket, and chicken.

As an adult Patel went into finance, but always harbored a different ambition. “My creative outlet in life is completely food related,” he says. “I travel globally to find the best food. I love cooking and experimenting in the kitchen. Whenever anyone asked, ‘What’s your dream job?’ It’s always owning a restaurant.”

One Saturday in January he made a move, launching Dhuaan BBQ Company on Instagram (@dhuaanbbq), what he intended to be an exploratory pop-up offering racks of “Mumphis” ribs, rubbed in a tandoori spice blend, and glazed with a sweeter version of a tandoori marinade. Subsequent weekends he smoked tikka masala rubber wings with butter chicken sauce, or “Tandoori Texas” rubber chicken, smoked, pulled, and served by the pound with a Maggi-cumin barbecue sauce.

While there’s usually at least one low-and-slow smoked item on each Monday’s menu, Patel offers a few other Indian or Indian-ish street food mash-ups each week like beef or lamb frankie rolls, the Mumbai street food roti-egg wrap staple; or masala egg sliders, spicy garlic butter scrambles with cilantro, onion, and Amul cheese on pao bread, soft rolls baked by the Hoffman Estates outlet of the south Indian bakery chain Hot Breads.

The runaway best seller has been his Philly Masala, a gooey cheesesteak seasoned in the style of the famous seekh kebab from south Mumbai’s legendary Bademiya.

Patel says he’s gotten a bit of pushback in his DMs for describing Dhuaan, which is Hindi for “smoke,” as “Indian barbecue,” since the term frequently refers to pork- (and beef-) free-enterprises in areas with large Muslim concentrations. But he’s unmoved. “In America, barbecue is different everywhere,” he says. “To pair Indian spices with pork is just obvious to me.”

It hasn’t put a dent in a business that exploded out of the gate. Right now he’s maxed out at 50-70 orders each Saturday, and is trying to determine his next move, whether it’s a food truck, a ghost kitchen, or a brick-and-mortar. “We never saw this taking off the way it did.”

And he hasn’t flouted every dietary restriction. On the first Saturday of Lent, except for the cheesesteaks, he offered a mostly vegetarian menu that included a spicy Chicago-Mumbai mash-up, a pepper and egg sandwich for “the large Indian-Christian community who’s looking for something Indian-flavored and different to eat during Lent.”

@MikeSula
I n honor of this special issue dedicated to what’s lost and gained over the last year, allow me to say a few words about Chicago’s legendary Democratic machine.

Talk about a rough year. Man, it’s been getting a shellacking from all corners—and you can’t even blame the pandemic.

Two of its greatest icons have been ousted or are just hanging on—we’ll get to you, Michael Madigan and Alderman Ed Burke.

Moreover, it’s getting pummeled by Hollywood.

In the last year there have been two highly praised movies lambasting the wretched behavior of Chicago’s political bosses.

That would be Aaron Sorkin’s The Trial of the Chicago 7, which definitely falls into the category of fiction, since Sorkin more or less made things up as he went along his merry way.

And there’s Shaka King’s Judas and the Black Messiah, about the assassination of Fred Hampton and Mark Clark by a consortium of agents from the Chicago Police, the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office, and the FBI.

Great movie. But, at the risk of sounding like a local version of Donald Trump—what, you couldn’t find a Chicago actor to play Fred Hampton?

Back to the struggles of machine politicians . . .

Madigan, Burke, Aldermanwoman Carrie Austin, the late state senator Martin Sandoval, the Acevedos of the near southwest side—all have been bounced from office or caught in scandals.

I thought Madigan would last forever. But, no, the federal investigation into what he knew and when he knew it about Commonwealth Edison putting his cronies on the payroll eventually caught up with him.

Earlier this year, he couldn’t get reelected house speaker. So he decided to step down from the seat he’d held since 1972.

I felt kind of bad to see him struggle at the end. I know, he’s an old machine boss. But Madigan had the guts to stand up to former Governor Rauner’s assault against unions when other Democratic chieftains (like a certain Mayor Rahm) cowered under the table.

Boy, it was a rough ending. Madigan maneuvered to have local Democratic committee men select Edward Guerra Kodatt to replace him as state rep.

Kodatt served for all of three days before stepping down due to unrevealed “alleged questionable conduct.”

Democratic committee men then selected Angelica Guerrero-Cuellar, a protégé of 23rd Ward alderwoman Silvana Tabares—who’s the answer to the following trivia question . . .

Who’s the only alderperson in the history of Chicago to be a student in a class taught by my old partner in crime, Mick “the professor” Dumke?

Yes, years ago, Mick taught a journalism class at Columbia College, and a very young Tabares was one of his scholars. I don’t know if that makes her a good alderwoman, but I’m sure she’s a heckuva speller.

As long as I’m losing you in a flurry of names, let’s go crazy and turn that flurry into a snowstorm . . .

Nothing symbolizes the end of the machine as the comings and goings of Democratic office holders on the southwest side.

Almost all of the officials who owed their positions to Burke have been replaced by those who owe their seats to Congressman Jesús “Chuy” García, the machine defeater.

In 1998, García was a state senator when he was ousted by Tony Muñoz, part of the Hispanic Democratic Organization.

HDO was as machine as you can get. It was created by Mayor Richard M. Daley primarily to make sure that only puppets of Daley got elected from Hispanic wards.

Actually, HDO also sent goons to campaign on behalf of Rahm Emanuel when he ran for Congress on the north side. As you can see, you didn’t have to be Hispanic to get backed by HDO—just a Daley puppet.

Muñoz is still a state senator. But García has long since recovered from that loss.

In 2010, he was elected to the Cook County Board of Commissioners. In 2015, he forced Mayor Rahm into a runoff. And in 2018, he was elected to Congress after Luis Gutiérrez stepped down.

And now almost all of the offices on the southwest side are filled by people who owe their starts to Congressman García. Get ready for the deep dive . . .

García’s old county board seat is filled by Alma Anaya, who defeated Angeles Sandoval, Martin Sandoval’s daughter, in the 2018 primary.

That same year, Aarón Ortíz, another García ally, defeated state representative Dan Burke, Ed Burke’s baby brother.

Last year Ortíz doubled down by beating Ed Burke himself in the race for 14th Ward Democratic committee man.

So you might call him the Burke beater.

Meanwhile, Democratic committee men selected Celina Villanueva to replace the aforementioned Tabares when she was named to replace Michael R. Zalewski (aka, the father) when he stepped down as alderman.

Coincidentally, Tabares got her start in politics in 2012 when she was elected to replace Michael J. Zalewski (aka, the son) when he was redistricted to another house seat.

So you might call her the Zalewski replacer.

Wait, I’m not done.

Last year committee men selected Villanueva to replace Martín Sandoval—father of Angeles—after he stepped down as state senator, having got caught up in a bribery scandal.

After that Edgar Gonzalez Jr.—a Harvard grad—was named to fill Villanueva’s legislative vacancy.

Hold on. Let me catch my breath. That was exhausting.

By the way, Gonzalez wrote for the Harvard Crimson, his college newspaper. And, like Tabares, he clearly had enough sense not to go into journalism.

Last we saw of Alderman Burke he was criticizing Mayor Lightfoot for the very machine tactic of spending $281.5 million in federal COVID relief on police. If Burke keeps talking like a “reformer,” maybe García will let him stay on as alderman.

As you can see, the machine’s been trounced. But is it dead?

Well, that old transactional you-scratch-my-back-I’ll-scratch-yours mentality is clearly still very much alive in Chicago politics. My guess is it will flourish for years to come. ☠️

@bennyshow
Lyric and CSO face the music
A year after the shutdown, they’re bringing it back.

By Deanna Isaacs

It was Friday, the 13th of March, 2020, when Lyric Opera general director Anthony Freud had to cancel the company’s decade-in-the-making, mega-bucks project—a three-week run of Richard Wagner’s four-opera opus, the Ring Cycle.

The perfect date for what Freud calls “about as nightmarish a scenario as is possible to contemplate” for an opera company: pulling the plug on this internationally promoted project three-quarters of the way into rehearsal. He remembers thinking, “Well, it’s not going to be the end of the world. At least I can look forward to seeing the 75 percent of the Ring Cycle that is in the can.”

Of course, he was wrong about that, Freud says.

Well, yes: according to a nifty (if sobering) interactive dashboard run by Americans for the Arts, 99 percent of nonprofit arts organizations have had to cancel events, at a total estimated loss to them so far of $15 billion and nearly a million jobs.

Friday the 13th was also the last day that the full Lyric staff worked in the opera house. Freud says he couldn’t have imagined that a year later he’d still be working from home, having weathered the cancellation of the entire next season.

But it was clear, immediately, that the cost would be steep. For fiscal year 2020, which ended June 30, and included the cancellation of Lyric’s annual musical theater production (42nd Street), he was staring down a “worst-case scenario” operating deficit of $27.5 million.

That would have been the loss if every ticket had to be refunded, and all budgeted expenses, including “the full cost of all our collective bargaining agreements,” were paid, he says.

The actual deficit turned out to be $13 million. Freud says this was thanks to production sponsors, “all of whom agreed to allow us to repurpose their sponsorships”; audience members who donated their tickets back to Lyric; and cost cutting that included staff cuts and furloughs, and agreements with the various unions for pay reductions.

Freud says Lyric was one of only six performing arts organizations in the U.S. (CSO and the Met were among the others) ineligible for PPP because their employee count exceeded the maximum of 500. (He notes that what the six have in common is ownership of their own buildings.) They may yet qualify for a federal Shuttered Venue Operators Grant; they’re waiting for the SBA to finalize the details of eligibility.

Meanwhile, in just three months, the curtain comes down on fiscal 2021—a full year in which the opera house was shuttered. Freud declines to comment on how painful that’ll be financially, but says they’re regarding it as a “reimagined” season in which they’ve learned “a huge amount,” and have been busy developing virtual programming, available free on the Lyric’s YouTube and Facebook channels.

Coming up on video this spring: Lyric’s always terrific Ryan Opera Center showcase, a concert celebrating the tenure of former music director Andrew Davis, and a cabaret featuring Broadway classics. What you won’t see there is Met-in-HD-style video of past Lyric opera productions. “The only video we have is a single fixed-camera archive recording, which we do not have the right to use publicly,” Freud says.

One much-anticipated feature of last fall’s cancelled opening was new seating. It would finally correct the problem that had main floor audiences craning their necks to see around the (inevitably giant) noggin of whoever was sitting in front of them. The new seats are in, all 3,276 of them. And, “we can’t be 100 percent certain,” Freud says, but (Ta-da!) he expects to have derrieres in those seats as soon as September, when “the plan is to open our season with a new production of Verdi’s Macbeth.”

Other operas set for the upcoming season are Barrie Kosky’s production of The Magic Flute; Lyric’s first main stage Spanish opera, Daniel Catán’s Florencia en el Amazonas; and Terence Blanchard’s Fire Shut Up In My Bones.

Exactly when? That’s still up in the air: the season announcement, usually made in January, has been pushed to May. “Our thinking is that hopefully by then things will be a little clearer,” Freud says.

Lyric is about to present a live-performance opera, however—just not in the opera house. In programming reminiscent of the kind of thing Chicago Opera Theater’s former general director, Andreas Mitisek, has been doing for years (and still does at his base, Long Beach Opera), Lyric will present Twilight: Gods, a “radical reimagining” of Götterdämmerung, the last work of the Ring cycle, in the Millennium Park garage, April 28, 30, and May 2.

Dreamed up and directed by Naperville native Yuval Sharon (and co-commissioned by Michigan Opera Theatre, where Sharon is artistic director), it’ll be staged as a 70-minute “drive thru,” and will feature, in addition to Wagner’s music, poetic narration by Chicago’s very own, Christine Goerke likely as Brünnhilde, it’ll be a hot ticket.

The plan is to stream it for the rest of us who, at least, won’t have exhaust fumes as a potential issue. Freud says it’s an example of “how COVID has forced us to think of new creative opportunities.”
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There’s another example of opportunity seized over at the website of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Like Lyric, the symphony took a hit in fiscal 2020, though a considerably smaller one. Facing a potential loss of as much as $9 million, president Jeff Alexander says they reduced staff (all part-time employees were furloughed) and compensation (including salary cuts worked out with the musicians union), and managed to whittle the actual operating deficit down to $4 million.

The CSO is also holding off on a 2021/2022 season announcement. Given continuing questions about things like social distancing on stage and limits on audience capacity, they probably won’t announce until June. But Alexander says he expects a season of live performances in Orchestra Hall that will open in September with three weeks of concerts conducted by Maestro Muti.

“We’re not anticipating that restrictions will necessarily be fully lifted in the September to November period,” Alexander says, “so we’re working on programs [for that period] that will use a smaller orchestra. Instead of 90 or 100 musicians onstage, there might be 50.”

In the meantime, CSO has been honing an aurally vibrant online presence. It started shortly after the shutdown last spring, Alexander says, “with members of the orchestra making videos from home that we put up on our social media,” several of which attracted millions of views. “Then, when it became clear that we wouldn’t be presenting any concerts for awhile, we created CSOtv [accessible on the CSO website], filming chamber music concerts and streaming them behind a paywall.”

Alexander says, “People are watching from 23 countries around the world and all 50 states.” The website also features free videos (including, for example, a PBS broadcast of Georg Solti conducting Beethoven’s Seventh).

Also, pack your picnic basket: as announced by Ravinia Festival this week (and barring another Friday the 13th kind of episode), the CSO will have a six-week season there this summer.

@Deannalsaacs

Veronica is from Chicago. She works as a digital organizer and when she isn’t staring at a screen for justice or chilling on a stoop, she dabbles in poetry.

Poem curated by José Olivarez: José Olivarez is the son of Mexican immigrants. His debut book of poems, Citizen Illegal, was a finalist for the PEN/ Jean Stein Award and a winner of the 2018 Chicago Review of Books Poetry Prize.

A biweekly series curated by the Chicago Reader and sponsored by the Poetry Foundation.
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Losses and gains: Best of Chicago 2020

Contending with an unprecedented year and searching for hope

By Brianna Wellen

When people describe 2020, it’s very unlikely that they’ll say it was the best year of their lives. Just that word on its own, “best,” feels strange rolling off the tongue in association with anything that occurred amidst the police brutality, an increasingly incendiary administration, mounting natural disasters, and, oh yeah, the whole pandemic thing that we are still very much living through. So when it came time to start planning our annual Best of Chicago issue, we felt particularly uninspired at first. How did we know if the places and people and things we wanted to include would even still be around when the issue dropped? Will we feel guilty for not acknowledging how hard this year has been? How do we contend with so much loss?

Loss. There was a word that resonated more strongly. But the Best Things We Lost issue? That wasn’t quite right, either. Piling onto the universal trauma without a sliver of hope wasn’t doing anyone any good. And as we really started thinking about it, maybe 2020 wasn’t all bad.

The positives of the year look different for everyone. For me, it was full of new experiences. I learned how to cook. I went on a 40-mile bike ride. I tried edibles, read new books, and donated all that money I was no longer spending at the bars to much more worthy causes fighting for social justice. And I, of course, mourned the closure of some of my favorite spots, felt the absence of in-person rituals, and am counting down the days until I can hug whoever I want (with their consent).

The losses and gains of this year have been very personal, so in turn the issue turned out that way too. It reads like group therapy—writers were given space to acknowledge what’s being left behind and then move forward with optimism, maybe even excitement about what the city still has to offer us. Yes, we must reflect on the ways in which both Lori Lightfoot and the Chicago Bears fucked up in 2020. Of course we must grieve the permanent closing of many theaters and the loss of incredible artists. But we can also sing the praises of the new animals we met. We absolutely must highlight the performers who made it work via livestream and telephone and pickup truck. We deserve to wear our locally branded merch with pride.

Some business to get out of the way: the reader poll results were determined by you, the readers! If you’re angry about the results, you only have yourselves to blame! Let this be a reminder to keep a close eye on when voting begins next year so you can campaign for your favorites to get the top spot. Or better yet, share your own losses and gains on social media and tag us @Chicago_Reader with the hashtags #bestofchi and #BoC2020. Tell us what made your year worthwhile, shine a light on the people, places, and things that helped you survive, and we’ll share with our followers. I should also acknowledge that a lot of writers’ picks skew to the north side, in part because we weren’t leaving our homes and that’s where many of us live. It’s something we recognize and are always working on changing—I hope this encourages all folks reading this to look beyond those borders.

There’s no denying what we lost, but there’s plenty we gained. For every beloved bar that shuttered, there is a restaurant pivoting to better serve the community. For every banger we missed out on listening to in the club, we gained an activist anthem to blast in the streets. And for every empty CTA car, there is someone sitting at home smiling because they don’t have to waste precious hours on a commute.

If nothing else, we have to remember that we survived this year. If you are reading this and you are still breathing, there’s plenty to celebrate. Maybe one day we’ll be able to host a big party for you all as we originally planned. As we move further away from the one-year anniversary of the official start of the pandemic, things feel more and more hopeful. Holding onto that hope and remembering all that this great city has to offer is a celebration in itself. And if that’s the best we can do, that’s plenty.

@BriannaWellen
Lori Lightfoot just keeps fucking up

You’d think that with the pandemic still spreading, along with historic economic crises, uprisings for racial equity, and an attempted overthrow of our federal government, the city’s first openly gay and only second female mayor would have made more strides for justice and equality in her city. For a mayor just halfway into her first term, Lori Lightfoot has racked up a stunningly long and sundry list of controversies.

But the disdain the mayor seems to have for some of her constituents, who she often refers to as Twitter trolls, has cemented her as a particularly callous leader; a far cry from what many thought, if misguided so, was going to be a term of progressive policy and racial justice.

It’s hard not to see this disdain in her decision to raise the bridges last summer, protecting the luxury business district from protesters demanding racial equity. Or in her repeated attempts to withhold video showing in stark relief the failures of the city’s police, like a nearly 40-minute video of a nude, sobbing, and pleading Anjanette Young’s home being raided, or Martina Standley’s leg being crushed under a police van for more than eight excruciating minutes. Or in the often-stalled negotiations with the Chicago Teachers Union. Or baseless attacks on reporters.

And if Lightfoot reads this, she’ll probably just call me a troll or a critic. But it would do well on her to remember that trolls and critics like me have one thing she needs most: votes.

—Adam M. Rhodes

The Jackson Park heron

Dear Heron,
Are you one or several? You stand still as a statue or stride through the water, limbs sliding through liquid with scarce a ripple. You stalk through the limpid pond, aloof as a reptile, then strike with switchblade speed to emerge, beak snapping and eyes impassive, a living lump wriggling down your throat. I have stood breathless in the thrall of
your strut, marveled at your shadowy reflection, observed you stirring less than the blades of grass ruffling in the breeze. I have seen you skimming with wings outspread, or sometimes felt just the brief resonance of wings as you depart. Predator. Sanctuary. Sparrows, orioles, owls, finches, blackbirds, warblers, gulls, terns, towhees, frigate birds, ducks, geese, flickers, merlins, parakeets, crows—of these, you are the greatest. Great blue heron. You lived through the summer of endless fireworks. You lived through parking lot bass beats and picnic carousing and dense clouds of marijuana. You regurgitated fish guts in the mouths of your young. I have never heard your voice. Among the willows. Among the brush. Among the oaks and maples. Among the ash and poplars. Among the flowering cherries. In fields of Queen Anne’s lace. Next to the pavilion. In the light of the moon. As the leaves fell. In the fields of Queen Anne’s lace. Next to the pavilion. In the light of the moon. As the leaves fell. In the Japanese garden, there is no phoenix, only you. Until we meet again. —IRENE HSIAO

The highs and lows of CTA-less living

T he pandemic allowed many to import workplace into living space, thereby reducing risk of illness and death. We talk about missing the experience of an office in addition to the other ways we used to socialize. But what about the commute? Some glorify that in-between time as an opportunity to read or “catch up” on phone-based tasks, but, for me, it was nothing more than an exhausting, obligatory, unpaid extension of the workday. The commute isn’t a break, it’s time stolen by the constraints of modern urban capitalism that we’re forced to borrow back only to kill. I made it disappear with podcasts or music, anything that didn’t require much mental effort. The commute isn’t productive time measured by remuneration, nor rest time measured by pleasure, but a liminal time measured only by fatigue. Having three hours a day back to myself has been priceless.

It is unfortunate that the joy of a life without commuting, of reclaiming dead time for rest and leisure and care for ourselves, our home, or other people, might come at the cost of a public good. Half of the CTA’s budget comes from fares, the other from sales and real-estate transfer taxes. CTA experienced an 80 percent drop in ridership in the early months of the pandemic while shopping and home sales declined. Unlike other cities, Chicago never cut its services, and federal stimulus funding (of which CTA received more than $817 million to date) has stemmed the revenue bleed. The CTA won’t be forced to cut routes, increase fares, lay workers off, or suspend capital improvement projects through 2021. Still, the system saw a 57 percent drop in ridership in 2020 and though some of that has ebbed back, there are still less than 500,000 average daily rides today. It was 1.5 million before the pandemic. If most people who used to commute don’t have to do so again, the long-term health of our public transit, which is essential to at least half a million Chicagoans’ lives and livelihoods every day, could be in jeopardy. —MAYA DUKMASOVA

Placing World of Wonders on hold at the Chicago Public Library website

E ver since I was a kid spending too much time at the Albany Park Library, I’ve always been a book borrower, not a buyer. There are few pleasures as all-engrossing as that of the public library: the sanctuary hush, the rows of shiny plastic-covered books, the grab-bag surprises on the carrel of recently returned tomes. But when Chicago Public Libraries reopened amidst the pandemic, I found myself worrying. Were the librarians given enough PPE? Did it make sense for me to dawdle in the aisles when I knew that public unhoused people could spend time for free? How to social distance when crowded around the shelf of newly released fiction? And so, I discovered a new way to enjoy the library: the digital hold. How utterly magical, to read a review of a book or take a friend’s recommendation and log into the Chicago Public Library website to place the book on hold at my local branch. Even the wait is exciting, giving me something to look forward to in the gray doldrums of pandemic life. I relish receiving the automated phone call, delight in striding (masked, of course) into the library, checking out my waiting book, and waltzing out. I enjoy it almost as much as the escape of a good story, or sinking into delicious prose, like that of this week’s pickup: Aimee Nezhukumatathil’s transcendent collection of essays, World of Wonders. —NINA LI COOMES

Finding peace with virtual therapy

S eeking out others to lean on is an indispensable part of tending to our mental wellness. The Center on Halsted (COH) offers an array of virtual therapy groups fa-
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ciliated by psychologists and counselors that support LGBTQ+ individuals and their allies facing similar challenges during the pandemic and beyond.

Although not pandemic-specific, two other groups provide coping strategies that apply to those suffering from COVID-related stress. Grief and Loss provides alternate ways to connect and grieve when attending a funeral isn’t an option, and Queer Body Image & Body Positivity addresses struggles related to self-perception and those using food to self-soothe, particularly during the pandemic when many people are less physically active.

According to Ashley Molin, associate director of behavioral health at COH, there has been a significant uptick in support group participation during the pandemic, with a 50 to 75 percent increase depending on the group. “We’ve been able to reach people who I think otherwise may not have been comfortable coming into the Center, especially those who may not be as out as or as comfortable with their identities yet,” Molin says. “I think having other primarily queer people to connect with decreases that sense of isolation many of us are experiencing during COVID.”

Participants in COH virtual therapy groups are required to complete a brief registration with a group facilitator. COH groups run three cycles per year (spring, summer, and fall) and group programming may vary per cycle. For more information, contact 773-472-6469 (extension 460) or behavioralhealth@centeronhalsted.org. —MARissa OBERLANDER

Cuddling with Popcorn the chicken

It’s hard to describe the otherworldly (and interspecies) connection that comes with holding a squawking hen, but in a year of no touching or socializing, it was a defining high point. I discovered Nettelhorst Elementary School’s chicken coop on a neighborhood walk and dove headfirst into the community of “Chicken Tenderers” that care for these nine charismatic ladies (names include Popcorn, Princess Fluffy Butt, Regina George, and Rosie). They were born in March 2019, the coop broke ground a month later, and Lakeview hasn’t been the same since.

While volunteering, I’ve observed lines of individuals and families stopping by, bringing fruits and veggies for the chickens and asking me questions that require a degree in zoology. Is it the novelty of this unexpected urban escape? The chance to care for something besides our narcissistic, doomsscrolling selves? Maybe I just need a puppy, but this poultry version of the human-animal connection has brought me mindfulness and joy, from my first cuddle with Popcorn to a friend’s uplifting bond with Rosie after her dog’s passing. If only more of our communities could offer this unlikely opportunity for personal growth.

These chickens are domesticated but fierce, and with the help of a hilarious and human-run Instagram, unapologetically heartwarming. @NettelhorstCoop moves fluidly from chicken puns to Bernie Sanders memes to a surprisingly poignant anecdote about Congressman John Lewis preaching to his flock of hens as a boy. These intrepid ladies are the only reason you’ll find me up early during this pandemic. They’ll cross snow and ice for simple pleasures like a celery stalk, and I think we could all use a little more of that fearlessness. —TONY PEREGRIN

The changing streets of Chicago

In many ways the pandemic has devastated the Chicagoland transportation system. Starting with the human toll, at least 14 local transit workers died from the disease, and 1,874 employees tested positive.

The coronavirus has also contributed to a tragic spike in Chicago traffic deaths, from 96 fatalities on city streets in 2019 to 139 last year, a 45 percent increase. This epidemic was partly due to the increase in speeding during the pandemic, when fewer people have been driving and the roads are less congested. Nine of the victims were riding bikes, the highest number of any year in the past decade.

CTA, Metra, and Pace ridership has plummeted, and downtown foot traffic has also been at a fraction of normal levels. And, of course, for many months Chicagoans lost access to the Lakefront Trail and the 606, and shoreline parks and beaches didn’t officially reopen until late February. That was pretty infuriating since Mayor Lightfoot reopened the beachfront bars last summer.

Unlike cities from Paris to Oakland, California, that radically reconfigured their street to enable safe walking, biking, and transit use, Chicago was slow to take action on that front. However, after a lot of cajoling from Streetsblog, the city finally launched a Slow Streets program in late May, banning through traffic
on residential roadways from Woodlawn to Belmont Cragin to Uptown to help residents stroll, jog, scoot, and pedal safely in the street. The city also piloted new bus-only lanes on several miles of 79th and Chicago Avenue to help shorten commutes, reducing riders’ chances of exposure to the virus. And Chicago’s Cafe Streets initiative, pedestrianizing dozens of business strips for outdoor dining, proved wildly successful, so much so that I’m hopeful it will become a permanent feature during the warmer months long after COVID-19 is just a bad memory. —JOHN GREENFIELD

Community action is more important than ever

People have been doing the work in Chicago for years. For decades. For entire lifetimes. The city itself was built on activism—it cannot be stated enough that this is nothing new. And in 2020 nothing slowed down. If anything, the year allowed even more people to realize just how angry they were and turn to community stalwarts to finally do something about it. Endless resource sharing on social media gave folks the tools to safely attend protests, call or e-mail representatives, have tough conversations with family members, provide supplies for people in need, and unlearn harmful practices. Organizations like the Chicago Community Bond Fund, Black Lives Matter Chicago, Brave Space Alliance, and the Let Us Breathe Collective got the attention (and the money) they’ve long deserved. We saw the efforts of people like KJ Whitehead, who for the past nine months has stood at the corner of Winchester and Winneamac Avenues with a different sign every day, inviting others in the neighborhood to join her in peaceful protests of racism, transphobia, Chicago Police, and more. People like Yesenia Chavez, Oscar Sanchez, and Chuck Stark who went on a monthlong hunger strike to protest a metal-shredding facility set to open along 79th and Chicago Avenue and Canada). Standard speeds approx. 128Kbps without Plus; with Plus approx. 256 Kbps. Service may be terminated or restricted for excessive roaming. Usage may be ... Calls from Simple Global countries, including over Wi-Fi, are $.25/min. (no charge for Wi-Fi calls to US, Mexico and Canada). Standard speeds approx. 128Kbps without Plus, with Plus approx. 256Kbps. Coverage not available in some areas; we are not responsible for our partners’ networks. Network Management: Service may be slowed, suspended, terminated, or restricted for misuse, abnormal use, interference with our network or ability to provide quality service to other users, or significant exa... During congestion the small fraction of customers using >50GB/mo. may notice reduced speeds until next bill cycle due to data prioritization. On-device usage is prioritized over tethering usage, which may result in higher speeds for data used on device. See T-Mobile.com/OpenInternet for details. See Terms and Conditions (including arbitration provision) at www.T-Mobile.com for additional information. T-Mobile and the magenta color are registered trademarks of Deutsche Telekom AG. ©2020 T-Mobile USA, Inc.
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The freaking Chicago Bears gave me agita

As a nonathlete and lifelong Chicago sports fan, I do more than my share of sitting in a chair and grumbling at televisions. Hey, we all have a role to play in the great game of life. There were certainly a lot of non-sport-related reasons to grumble in 2020 but then . . . the freaking Bears. The 2020 Monsters of the Midway came on strong and full of hope and then dissolved into a pile of tears and confusion, like a teenage boy desperate to lose his virginity. Perhaps they threw too much money into their pass rush and not enough into, uh, building a decent offense and reinforcing their quarterback leadership, but what’s the point of caring when we know that the front office makes insane decisions like not seeing the worth of championship winner Patrick Mahomes when he was available? And some of us were already done with it after Halas Hall had the chance in 2019 to perhaps bring on the talent and star power of one Colin Kaepernick, and passed, giving us yet another season of Much Ado About Trubisky. Perhaps the secret plan was to keep us distracted from the insanity of life during a pandemic with illogical front-office moves, dumb plays, and a heartbreaking underutilization of some of the best defensive players we’ve had since the ones y’all know from the “Super Bowl Shuffle.” In that case, thank you so much, 2020 Bears season. You gave me enough agita that I forgot about all the other ailments for a few weeks.

—Salem Collo-Julin
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Bowling and rolling no more

Will we ever rent shoes again? It’s a required act for two of my favorite activities, one that feels downright irresponsible in a post-pandemic, hyper-hygienic world. Just thinking about being in a bowling alley or a roller rink incites a scent memory of greasy foods, stale beer, sweaty socks—I can practically smell the germs. Still, I miss the lanes at Fireside Bowl, the snack bar at the Fleetwood Roller Rink, the camaraderie and sense of athleticism that both activities afford to even the most sedentary indoor kids.

Roller skating at least took on a life of its own in the past year, thanks in part to viral TikToks and humanity’s desire to discover as many new hobbies to distract them as possible. Over the summer, the lakefront trail, parks, and sidewalks were full of skaters in shades and headphones, some skillfully weaving through crowded paths, others slowly scooting and trying their best not to wipe out. Every glimpse of a four-wheeled skate gave me butterflies followed by a deep longing to be sailing in circles under a disco ball to 80s tunes with a rink full of people.

Some speculate that bowling alleys might not survive the pandemic. And it’s not hard to imagine why—there hasn’t been the same urgency to save recreational spots as there has been for bars, restaurants, and venues, not to mention the “sticking your fingers into holes other people have stuck their fingers into” of it all. But for now, Fireside Bowl’s doors remain open (with the proper precautions in place), and once I’m vaxxed up I’ll be one of my first stops to make sure it stays that way. In the not-too-distant future I’ll be rolling strikes again. Soon enough, I’ll be fishtailing around Fleetwood Roller Rink. And when the time comes, I’ll be ready with a gallon of hand sanitizer and my very own pairs of shoes and skates, just to be safe. —Brianna Wellem

Women’s pro sports deserve our flowers and our dollars

The pandemic forced some changes in how professional sports are played (and watched, as none of us can gather at stadiums at the moment), but our need for the occasional distraction from challenges led a lot of us to embrace the modifications and figure out a way to support our teams. Unfortunately, Chicago’s women’s professional teams still tend to get overlooked, which is shameful because we happen to have a lot of talented players.

The Chicago Sky made a notable move in February 2021 when they signed Candace Parker, an Olympian and WNBA Most Valuable Player. Since it has to be said, she’s been referred to as the “Jordan” of the WNBA, but more importantly she’s joining a team that already had a strong starting lineup including league All-Stars Courtney Vandersloot and Diamond DeShields.

I’m guessing that the takeaway for some of you is, “We have a women’s professional basketball team?” We do! We also have a solid women’s soccer team in the Chicago Red Stars, who start their season this spring at SeatGeek Stadium in Bridgeview and a talented professional fastpitch softball team, the Chicago Bandits, who play at the Ballpark at Rosemont in non-pandemic years. And plans are underway for the Chicago North Stars, a women’s hockey team that includes former college and USA Hockey champions. The North Stars are currently playing in men’s amateur leagues as a way to keep up their skills while they make a bid to join the National Women’s Hockey League and become Chicago’s first women’s professional hockey team. There’s a lot of ways to show our civic pride, but supporting our women’s teams is the paramount way for us to show off what Chicago is all about. —Salem Collo-Julin
I had trouble finding a mask that conformed to my face at the start of the pandemic. The ones I did have at my disposal at first tended to either be loose enough to slide around and reveal parts of my face I intended to conceal, or were tight enough to fold my earlobes over and press down on the tip of my nose with an intensity that left a mark. In the spring, I noticed Chicago designer Roger Rodriguez began making masks by hand using materials at his disposal, including coffee sacks and 3M reflective fabric. I’m not a hypebeast, but I have enough of a deep appreciation for independent Chicago streetwear companies that one of my dresser drawers is jam-packed with locally designed T-shirts; so I jumped at the chance to purchase a face mask by an owner of the great Loop boutique, Jugrnaut. Rodriguez’s sturdy mask was just what I had been looking for, and bested only by the washable masks Jugrnaut began to produce in larger quantities last summer. I bought a couple of the store’s masks, which have easy-to-adjust elastic straps that don’t tug on my ears, a cozy shape that perches neatly on my nose and contains the lower half of my face in its compact frame, and a pocket to slide in a filter. I’m keen on the black mask with the phrase “Chicago Everywhere” superimposed over the mouth in clean letters. It’s the mask I always want to wear whenever I step out of my house.

—Leor Galil

The much-needed affection of Neji the record store dog

The excellent record/vintage clothes shop Wild Prairie is one block from my pad and has been a godsend during quarantine. The small, very-easy-to-distance-
within store has always felt safe, often with just one shopworker present (usually of the wonderful owner couple of Alex Gonzales and Natasha Rac) and there’s usually a shopper or two perusing the bins. They have a great selection of vinyl including house, jazz, soul, and loads of 60s psychedelia (making this guy VERY happy). Despite this plethora of ideal factors, there’s a running joke over at WP that people come into their establishment just to see their awesome pooch, and it’s hard to deny.

The pup in question is a sweet, gentle Shiba Inu (one of my favorite breeds) named Neji. Neji used to sleepily hang in the back when I’d enter the shop, so I’d come to him for some petting-time, but these days he will run up and greet me as I enter the door (aww). Love is indeed hard to find in these distanced, messed-up times, but the affection I am missing most is that from dogs, and Neji has it in spades.

It’s been truly comforting to know I can walk a few feet and have a quiet and even meditative cuddle session with a loving pooch. I know what you’re thinking: why not just get one? Well, I (used to) travel/tour a bunch, and it can be a bit cruel to keep them in a cramped apartment like mine. I can still confidently say one day I will own a pooch, and I hope it’s a dog as calming, endearing, and loveable as the best record store dog ever, Neji—because my offer of trading records for Neji didn’t go over too well. —Steve Krakow

The warm relief of the Gethsemane Garden Center

It was a bitter cold February day—the kind of day that Chicago is famous for, and the kind of day that makes lifelong residents wonder why they haven’t broken down and moved to Miami—when I first explored Gethsemane Garden Center.

On this particularly brutal day, I met up with a friend to take a walk around Andersonville. In a pre-pandemic reality, we might have gotten lunch indoors or simply rescheduled, but the need for human interaction outweighed the frigid temperatures, and we weren’t going to risk exposure to the virus to get it.

After trudging along the frozen ground for

---

**BEST GARDEN STORE**
Gethsemane Garden Center
Runner-up: Adams & Son Gardens

**BEST HAIR SALON**
Twisted Scissors
Runner-up: Penny Lane Studios

**BEST HOME FURNISHINGS**
Brown Elephant
Runner-up: District

**BEST HOME GARDEN SUPPLY**
Gethsemane Garden Center
Runner-up: Adams & Son Gardens

**BEST JEWELRY STORE**
The Silver Room
Runner-up: Bryn Mawr Jewelry

**BEST KIDS’ CLOTHING**
The Red Balloon Co.
Runner-up: Peach Fuzz

**BEST LANDSCAPE COMPANY**
City Grange
Runner-up: Christy Webber Landscapes

**BEST LOCAL CLOTHING DESIGNER**
Hallie Borden of Milk Handmade
Runner-up: Seeker Intimates

**BEST MOTORCYCLE SHOP**
Motoworks
Runner-up: Federal Moto

**BEST PET ADOPTION/SHELTER**
PAWS Chicago
Runner-up: One Tail at a Time

**BEST PET STORE**
Urban Pooch
Runner-up: Jameson Loves Danger

---

**Early to Bed**
Chicago’s favorite sex shop!

Visit us now at 5044 N Clark or online at early2bed.com

---

**andersonville gallery**
your year-round art fair

Over 110 independent artists over three floors

5247 N. Clark in the heart of Andersonville
773-878-8570
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a few miles, she pointed us in the direction of
Gethsemane. When we walked in, the heat of
the greenhouse provided instant relief, but
the gorgeous assortment of plants—bonsais,
succulents, pots full of greens hanging from
nearly every direction—flooded me.

I’m something of a plant novice, with
only a single succulent in my custody. But
Gethsemane makes me want to empty my
bank account and fill a car I don’t have with
everything I can fit under both arms. While I
practiced restraint that day, I know I will be
back soon to find a little beautiful something
to brighten my apartment (which has also be-
come my classroom and office).

There will probably be some cold days still
before summer, but there is still beauty to
be found even in the darkest Chicago winter;
Gethsemane has enough beauty to go around
until the next blizzard. —EMMA OXNEYAD

RCA

Recovery Centers of America
AT ST. CHARLES

Open & Admitting Patients 24/7/365
In-Network with Major Insurance Providers

All Patients & RCA Staff Routinely
Tested for COVID-19

Recovery Centers of America (RCA) provides individualized,
evidence-based addiction treatment. RCA has eight inpatient
facilities located in Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, and now St. Charles, Illinois. RCA treatment centers
have been named by Newsweek Magazine as the Best Addiction
Treatment Centers of 2020 in their states.

To learn more visit RecoveryCentersOfAmerica.com
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Kambs Jennings Group of Compass Mortgage is honored to be first runner-up in the Best of Chicago!

Win Your Dream Home!

Through our Get Committed Program, we can provide you with a Loan Commitment, that is better than a pre-approval. Our program solidifies your funding ahead of your competition and allows you to close in 15 days*, putting you in the position to stand out and win in a multiple offer situation.

We’re ready to serve our community and help you win the bid amidst this saturated market. Visit our website today to learn more!

As your local, independent mortgage banker, we are here to meet your mortgage needs. With the current hot market, you need a team that can help you win the home of your dreams.

402-882-5626 (LOAN) • kjg@compmort.com
954 W Washington Blvd #500, Chicago, IL 60607

www.compmort.com/kjg

*15 day guarantee is subject to qualification and loan type
Illinois Residential Mortgage Licensee NMLS# 21808; John Kambs: NMLS# 224285; Caleb Jennings: NMLS# 1688645
The death (and resurrection?) of Crown Liquors

Folks living in the Logan-Avondale area vividly remember the crushing news of popular bar and liquor store Crown Liquors closing its doors in April last year. It was one of the early businesses to shutter due to the pandemic, which started the cycle of sadness we’ve been stuck in: watching our favorite bars, theaters, and restaurants get closed.

“...the species in which peace and mutual support are the rule, prosper, while the unsociable species decay.” So wrote Russian anarchist Peter Kropotkin, advocating for the concept of mutual aid, when communities care for their members rather than forcing them to eat each other to survive.

It’s a concept that has sustained a sizeable portion of the Chicago restaurant industry during the pandemic, while at the same time supporting farmers, vendors, bakers, and thousands of hungry Chicagoans. Launched in June at Kimski, the Community Kitchen + Canteen program has prepared and distributed or served nearly 61,000 free or pay-what-you can meals, while employing 56 local chefs and expanding to four other restaurants all over the city, including Wherewithall in Avondale, Iyanze Bronze in Bronzeville, Whiner Beer Company in Back of the Yards, and Snakes & Lattes in Logan Square.

Since government has shown so little concern for the economic sustainability of one of the nation’s largest employers, nor given a flying fuck for the health and safety of its workforce, it’s on them—and us—to help. Born in Bridgeport as an outgrowth of Marz’s Community of the Future and the Co-Prospertiy Sphere’s Quarantine Times, the program’s funded entirely through grants and individual donations to the Public Media Institute, which also published a comprehensive Mutual Aid Chicago map, plotting hundreds of other programs across the city where you can find free food—or fund it yourself. —MIKE SULA
uprooted. After mourning the loss of the staple that existed since the Prohibition era—a place that housed a plethora of memories, new friends, dance parties, and even networking meetings—my heart jumped at the newfound hope that we might be able to save it.

In December, I read our alderman’s newsletter with excitement: The owner of the building at 2821 N. Milwaukee has plans to reopen the bar and liquor store under the same name. When it could open up is still a mystery, but I fear that the Crown Liquors we knew is not coming back. The bartenders I knew by name, the mini dance floor that didn’t make me feel too exposed, the outdoor patio that had a perfect view of the neighborhood, and the free pizza from Dante’s if you stayed late enough, it all fills me with nostalgia. I’m putting the old Crown Liquors into the history books but also looking forward to whatever “newness” the revamped bar will bring once it reopens for a fresh start on the shelves of 2021—and what that fresh start might mean for other beloved shuttered dives. —ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI

Devon Market butter runs

I didn’t have a list the last time I went grocery shopping without a mask. It was Saturday, March 14, 2020, and I had booked it down the alley between my apartment and the Devon Market to stock up on “the essentials” before a rumoured two-week stay-at-home order began. My cart was half full before I realized something awkward—I didn’t know what the essentials were.

So I started over, snaking up and down each aisle, and I ended my trip in the dairy section. That’s when I saw the butter: Amish and un-
Relearning to love fireside beers

The change of season from winter to spring in Chicago is all about looking forward. We anticipate that, some day in late May, White Man’s Winter (my term for the seasonal mirror of “Indian Summer,” blasts of cold after periods of vernal warmth) will finally end.

But this turn of season, from COVID Winter to Vaccine Spring, I anticipate something I will miss about recent months of working from home in a mostly shut-down city: cold beers beside a hot fire.

That combination I long associated with the family cabin in northern Wisconsin, on weekends when the weather might be fine or Pokegama Lake might be rimmed with new ice. The dockside fire ring was our evening ritual, and we’d stare into the flames while eating, drinking, and talking.

It’s not the same in the city, of course, but many bars and restaurants that battled pandemic seating limitations brought fireside beers back, and I’m glad of it. A mostly solo moment, but nonetheless a reason to get out
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salted, with milky waxed paper wrapped and folded just so. It was beautiful—or was I losing my mind? I placed it on top of the rest of my cart’s contents: a cheap bottle of red wine, a roll of cookie dough, two 28-ounce cans of Cento San Marzano Peeled Tomatoes, one white onion, and a box of dried rigatoni.

Two days later, I made my first batch of Marcella Hazan’s Tomato Sauce, to which there are exactly three ingredients, one of which is butter (five tablespoons, in fact).

On the dozens of trips I’ve taken to the Devon Market since, I keep finding new treats that have helped me pass the time at home: rye flour for chewy chocolate chip cookies bigger than my head, little bottles of green juice with red caps for the days I need to detox. Perfect tins of anchovies for Caesar salads and bay leaves for bolognese. After a year of this pandemic, the people, places, and things I’m missing—my real essentials—don’t fit on a grocery list, but I’m thankful to the market, for keeping me stocked on what I need to get by. —KAYLEN RALPH
of the house and away from Zoom, to have a little (masked and distanced) social contact, and to savor the sensuous contrasts of frigid air and cool drink with bundled-up body heat and the fire's radiance.

So, as 2021 inches towards true spring, I plan to hit R Public House in Jarvis Square on every chilly happy hour I can, for a couple of Hofbrau Helles and the entrancing dance of propane flames. —BILL SAVAGE

No more date nights at Guthrie’s

The hottest date I ever brought to Guthrie’s Tavern was my dad. It was the day before Christmas Eve and we decided to hit the bar prior to White Christmas at the Music Box. My dad insisted on playing Battleship and I snuck a look at his board every time he went to buy us drinks. I apologized when I won and he assured me he was already winning by spending time with me. Snow covered Southport and continued coming down as we passed carolers under the blinking marquee. My dad’s happy face is typically a big, dumb smile plastered ear to ear. This one took up his whole face.

I broke down when I heard Guthrie’s closed. I laughed at the fact I was crying over a bar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEST ITALIAN RESTAURANT</th>
<th>Monteverde</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runner-up: Piccolo Sogno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEST KOREAN RESTAURANT</th>
<th>San Soo Gab San</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runner-up: Cho Sun Ok</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEST LIQUOR STORE</th>
<th>Binny’s Beverage Depot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runner-up: Andersonville Wine &amp; Spirits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEST LOCAL BEER</th>
<th>Revolution Brewing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runner-up: Half Acre Beer Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEST LOCAL BREWERY</th>
<th>Revolution Brewing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runner-up: Half Acre Beer Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEST LOCAL DISTILLERY</th>
<th>Koval Distillery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runner-up: CH Distillery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEST LOCAL FARMER</th>
<th>Mick Klug Farm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runner-up: Urban Growers Collective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Skylark in limbo

I haven’t poured a drink, chosen a song to play, washed a glass, or greeted a regular at the Skylark since March 15, 2020. It was a Sunday that had an end-of-the-world feel. Nobody knew when we’d gather again. I made stupid-good tips. The next day, all Chicago restaurants and bars were ordered closed and everyone was told to stay home.

Within a day or two, a regular e-mailed me an invite to join SkypeLark—the kind of video group chat that is now the primary mode of communication for many millions. I politely declined, but I know a year later the group still meets nightly. I knew that the Skylark was a hub in Pilsen for more than 15 years, but it took the doors being shuttered to realize how many people made it the center of their social life.

Not a week has gone by since that Sunday in 2020 that someone hasn’t asked me when the bar would reopen. I have no good news to share. The Skylark never shifted to takeout or built plexiglass screens or took over the narrow sidewalk to adapt to the new realities of public plague life. It is a place that thrives on mingling and freedom of movement and can’t function under the necessary current restrictions.

I’d love to pour you a beer and tell you the name of the song on the stereo some Sunday night, but don’t know if I’ll ever get the chance again. Here’s hoping. —Rachel Fernandez

Farmers’ markets keep communities thriving

Throughout the summer of 2020, every cancelled street fest felt like a fresh punch in the gut. No more day drinking at Hot Dog Fest while dancing to Boy Band Review perform “Summer Girls” by LFO, an especially devastating blow. There was, however, a shining beacon of hope: farmers’ markets.

Chicago deemed the outdoor collection of vendors as essential businesses, allowing them “to open across the city to increase neighborhood access to fresh and healthy food” as long as they followed certain safety protocols—given the circumstances, the 61st Street and the Oak Park farmers’ markets had successful seasons, and a bunch of markets around the city and state accepted Link payments, making them even more accessible. The Lincoln Park farmers’ market that I’ve frequented for the past five years looked very different in 2020 with limited capacity, hand sanitizer stations, mask requirements, and only one flow for foot traffic. These changes were enforced by a team of energetic volunteers, and after months of sulking and doom-scrolling, I started helping out too.

I formed relationships with regular shoppers, volunteers, and vendors who’d sometimes give me free vegetables or doughnuts or a discount on cheese. When they needed some guerrilla marketing around the neighborhood, I’d hop on my blue ’76 Schwinn and ride around with a fanny pack of colored chalk and a portable speaker blasting Talking Heads and third-wave ska. It felt like the Chicago summers I love so dearly. The markets connected me with my community and provided safe and manageable human interaction that many of us lacked for months, not to mention so many vegetables. Farmers’ markets thrive on community support, so check to see if there’s a market in your neighborhood next time you need some produce! —Mike Sula
BEST PIZZA DELIVERY
Lou Malnati’s
Runner-up: Dante’s Pizzeria

BEST PLACE WORTH A WAIT
Lula Cafe
Runner-up: Au Cheval

BEST POLISH RESTAURANT
Staropolska
Runner-up: Red Apple

BEST PRESERVES
Rare Bird Preserves
Runner-up: Spoken: A Cafe

BEST QUESABIRRIA/BIRRIA DE RES TACOS
Birrieria Zaragoza
Runner-up: Tacotlan

BEST RAMEN
Wasabi
Runner-up: Furious Spoon

BEST RESTAURANT GROUP
Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises
Runner-up: The Alinea Group

BEST SANDWICH
J.P. Graziano
Runner-up: Bari

BEST SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
Calumet Fisheries
Runner-up: Lowcountry

BEST SOUP
Taste of Lebanon
Runner-up: Soupbox

BEST SOURDOUGH
Bungalow by Middle Brow
Runner-up: Publican Quality Bread

BEST STEAK HOUSE
Bavette’s
Runner-up: Tango Sur

BEST SUSHI
Lawrence Fish Market
Runner-up: Kai Zan

BEST TAQUERIA
El Milagro
Runner-up: L’Patron

BEST THAI RESTAURANT
Opart Thai House
Runner-up: Sticky Rice

BEST UP-AND-COMING CHEF
Kelly Ijichi
Runner-up: Halee Raff

BEST URBAN FARM
Urban Growers Collective
Runner-up: Urban Canopy

BEST VEGAN RESTAURANT
Chicago Diner
Runner-up: Ground Control

BEST VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT
Handlebar
Runner-up: Chicago Diner

BEST VIETNAMESE RESTAURANT
Pho 888
Runner-up: HaiSous Vietnamese Kitchen

BEST WINE SHOP
Binny’s Beverage Depot
Runner-up: All Together Now
Delayed appreciation for all things weed

Some of my best friends are stoners. In high school in the suburbs, my overlapping social circles included high-achieving kids who were high . . . a lot. They came to class high, took the ACTs high (and got better scores than I did), and giggled from the passenger side of my 1979 Volkswagen Rabbit as I drove their high asses home from parties.

But I never partook. Even after four years of college surrounded by corn and not much to do, I never smoked up, ate space cakes, or even lingered long in rooms where people were doing those things. I had my reasons, and at the time, it just wasn’t my jam. And then 2020 happened.

After the summer of near-constant chaos and horror, I just wanted some guarantee of a good night’s sleep and a way to feel even a few minutes of calm.

After one particularly bad night downtown, where I lived most of 2020, I went on a dispensary website, set up a ten-minute consultation with a doctor, and worried over how many details I should offer.

I don’t have a medical condition, I thought, I just need to chill TF out.

Turns out just needing to chill TF out was enough. After a phone conversation of three minutes and three seconds, I was approved for a medical card. And stoners, I’m sorry I ever doubted your wisdom. When the world gets to be too much, a gummy that smells vaguely of my high school friends’ lockers is all that stands between me and some peace. —KAREN HAWKINS

Everybody must get stoned

2020 was always going to be a historic year for cannabis in Illinois. The sale of recreational marijuana became legal across the state at the turn of the decade, all thanks to the Cannabis Regulation and Tax Act (CRTA) that Pritzker signed back in June of
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Love at first light.

Try Ice Cream Cake — voted Chicago’s Best Strain for Enhanced Sexual Pleasure.
2019. Despite some supply shortages, limited licenses, and opening in the dead of Chicago winter, Illinois dispensaries sold around $3.2 million worth of recreational cannabis on January 1 alone. That’s nothing, though, compared to the overall profit brought to the state by local and visiting cannabis shoppers.

According to the *Tribune*, sale of cannabis brought Illinois more than $1 billion of revenue in 2020, about two-thirds from rec and one-third from medical. Furthermore, the Illinois Department of Revenue shows more than $175 million in cannabis tax revenue. One can only guess if the lockdown helped or harmed these numbers.

Illinois splits up cannabis revenue, with some going toward community development, substance abuse treatment and prevention, education, health research, and other funds. About $62 million of Illinois’s cannabis revenue has been set aside to help minority business owners and neighborhoods affected by poverty and violence, reports the *Trib*, but disbursement is slow going with so many requests for funds.

On the bright side, there are more and more local cannabis and ancillary businesses with equity goals of their own, focused on community aid, diversity and inclusion, education, and the like. Nature’s Care, a store in Rolling Meadows and the West Loop, actively works on career development, community reinvestment, financial literacy, and more. Recently, there has also been talk of unions forming for cannabis workers, hopefully providing stability, higher pay, and other protections to those who deserve to reap the benefits of laboring in such a booming industry. The state has also been busy expunging nearly 500,000 cannabis arrest records by the start of 2021. That shattered the CRTA’s requirement that Pritzker expunge 47,000 cannabis-related arrest records from 2013 to 2019, according to WSIL News 3.

The industry is far from perfect, frequently bogged down by political and legal roadblocks and dominated largely by white men. But there’s no denying that when it comes to legal cannabis sales Illinois is a trailblazer. —TARYN ALLEN

**BEST MEDICAL CANNABIS DISPENSARY**
Dispensary 33
Runner-up: Sunnyside

**BEST PAIN RELIEF BALM**
Avexia Pain Relief
Balm Harmony 1:1
Runner-up: PTS Pure Essentials Body Oil

**BEST PLACE TO BUY PIPES AND BONGS**
Sunnyside
Runner-up: Canna Bella Lux

**BEST REC DISPENSARY**
Dispensary 33
Runner-up: Greenhouse Skokie

**BEST STRAIN FOR ENHANCED SEXUAL PLEASURE**
Ice Cream Cake
Runner-up: Afternoon Delight #7

**BEST STRAIN FOR PAIN RELIEF**
Orange Herijuana
Runner-up: Cresco Face Mints

**BEST STRAIN FOR RELIEF OF ANXIETY**
Kosher Kush
Runner-up: Cresco LA Wedding Pop

**BEST STRAIN FOR SLEEP**
Cresco Bio Jesus
Runner-up: Bubba Fett

**MOST SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS CANNABIS COMPANY IN ILLINOIS**
Cresco Labs
Runner-up: Green Thumb Industries
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A microdose will do ya

Not every edible needs to knock you on your ass. It’s a lesson that took me until 2020 to learn. My first experience with eating weed was in high school (sorry, mom) when some friends baked a birthday cake for us to eat in the woods. The ratio of pot to cake was, ahem, very high, and the result was like a scene out of Reefer Madness—more than half the group ate giant slices that sent their brains to another planet and their stomachs to the floor. I remained terrified of edibles for the next 14 years.

Cut to Christmas 2020. Recreational marijuana has been legal for almost a whole year, and as a result culinary cannabis enthusiasts have had time and resources to perfect their dosages. And lo and behold, chef Mindy Segal, always at the forefront of Chicago’s edible scene, created a treat that would bring me back from the great cake disaster of 2006. As part of a holiday gift from a friend, I received a handful of Mindy’s honey sweet melon gummies, only 2 mg of THC each. No need to measure out a chocolate bar into manageable pieces or nibble at the edge of a cookie hoping you don’t go overboard. These perfectly portioned treats are just enough to calm your mind on a sunny afternoon or relax your body before bed. And it seems other companies are starting to follow suit, not to mention the treats I can potentially make for myself now that I know what dose works for me. It just definitely won’t be a birthday cake.

—Brianna Wellen

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT.

“The pain balm is no joke - it helped my carpal tunnel x10000.”

“Literally the best balm ever! I use it for every pain and it always works!”

“Saves my knees!”

“A complete must.”

“This balm is great for menstrual cramps!”

“This is far and above any topical I have ever used. Amazing for incredibly overwhelming pain. My back pain melts under this amazing balm.”
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Closing doors, opening windows

Commercial theater has never been the lifeblood of Chicago the way it is in New York with Broadway, but that doesn’t mean losing for-profit producers because of you-know-what doesn’t leave a mark. Mercury Theater, the nifty 300-seat (plus intimate cabaret space) venue on the Southport corridor that started out as a nickelodeon in 1920, was originally renovated as a rental house for live theater by Michael Cullen in 1994, who also ran Cullen’s Bar and Grill next door. Walter Stearns took over the space and ran Mercury as a for-profit production company (and one that used Actors Equity contracts—always welcome in this town) since 2011. When it shuttered in June, it marked one of the biggest losses this year.

Midsize venues that provide a bridge between storefronts and 800-1,000-seat houses are rare. Those that specialize in musical theater, as Mercury did, are even harder to find—and even more essential for the local performing arts ecosystem. I hope the building stays a theater as it enters its next 100 years, but I’m not super hopeful. Meanwhile, the incentive for others to jump into the commercial producing pool (as opposed to presenting touring shows, like Broadway in Chicago) seems pretty small even after reopening.

But while losing venues is a blow, the arts are ultimately about the people who make the work, not the buildings they do it in. I’m generally cynical when it comes to cheesy bromides about silver linings and gallons of lemonade squeezed from the Lemons of Suck, but seeing artists taking care of other artists and of their communities this past year in myriad ways remains awe-inspiring to me. Honestly, I think the best thing we can all do is help them get the tools and cash they need to rebuild,
One year ago, COVID-19 changed our community.

Today, we honor all of the lives lost during the pandemic and acknowledge those serving our community.

Thank you to our many supporters, volunteers, staff and community partners – especially those on the front line – who have helped us meet the rising need.

Demand for food assistance is still soaring, but your hard work and generosity are powering a daily response to hunger.

The need is great. Together we are Greater.
and then put on our hard hats and get out of the way while they do it. —KERRY REID

Magic is still real

One of the best things about Chicago is the city’s magical history, that is, its history as a hub for magicians. For many years, these performance artists have provided Chicagoans a unique and compelling form of entertainment. Rooted in the close-up variety that magicians often performed in bars across the city, the scene has since evolved to include acts that continue to impress. Even in a year when attending a magic show in person wasn’t an option, Chicago’s magicians managed to adapt by adopting a “the-show-must-go-on” attitude.

Take Jeanette Andrews, a Chicago-based magician known across the country for infusing her magic with science, history, and art, who created “Magic by Telephone” as an answer to newfound challenges. Paying homage to the 1969 Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago exhibition “Art by Telephone,” Andrews aims to “be of service to others” by engaging them “in an exercise of moment of stress relief.” While different from her in-person performances, this top-notch project still inspires awe as Andrews treats participants to an at-home illusion. After dialing 855-BY-MAGIC (855-296-2442), callers will hear Andrews say, “Thank you for calling the Magic Hotline. Please enjoy something that will look and feel a lot like a magic trick in the comfort of your own home,” before she instructs them to choose their own illusion using a deck of cards, a dictionary, or their hands. The result is a fun and free experience that offers some excitement in this strange and solitary time. Magic is real. —BECCA JAMES

A new way to go live

When artists of all sorts pivoted to livestreaming, the results were mixed at best. The technical difficulties of a Zoom show, the learning curve of TikTok, the inevitable energy shift that comes with playing to a computer screen, it can all add up to a bad show. But once NoonChorus entered the scene, enjoying live performances from both sides seemed possible again. The Chicago-based streaming platform was designed with the artists in mind, whether that be musicians, comedians, podcasters, and more who have since found their shows a home on the site. That means dedicated tech support, revenue for artists and venues, and tailor-made viewing options that make each show feel like it’s in a different space.

The Black Lives Matter movement served as a catalyst for a long-overdue reckoning for major institutions, exposing inexplicable negligence under the harsh interrogation lights of social media and outlets like the New York Times. These embarrassing self-inflicted wounds, coupled with the risky choice to operate staggeringly expensive multistage complexes, along with devastating financial losses from COVID-19, forced the iO Theater to close its doors permanently, and longtime Second City owner Andrew Alexander to place “be of service to others” by engaging them “in an exercise of moment of stress relief.” While different from her in-person performances, this top-notch project still inspires awe as Andrews treats participants to an at-home illusion. After dialing 855-BY-MAGIC (855-296-2442), callers will hear Andrews say, “Thank you for calling the Magic Hotline. Please enjoy something that will look and feel a lot like a magic trick in the comfort of your own home,” before she instructs them to choose their own illusion using a deck of cards, a dictionary, or their hands. The result is a fun and free experience that offers some excitement in this strange and solitary time. Magic is real. —BECCA JAMES

The thrill of a Quimby’s Quustomized Quaranzine

A leisurely record store browse, a bartender’s recommendation, an unplanned run-in with a friend—pandemic life lacks these moments of happenstance. There’s no real replacement for digging through zines at Quimby’s Bookstore. The beloved store is open at limited capacity right now, but I live two bus transfers across town. Luckily, they’ve devised a pandemic-era innovation. They started selling Quustomized Quimby’s Zine Packages.

It works like this: When you order a Zine Package online, you submit a list of your interests in the comment section. Then a Quimby’s zine expert curates $25 of periodicals to match your desires. (There are also $69 and $100 options.) They wrap it up in black plastic, and when you receive it, you get a little dose of staple-bound mystery and surprise.

The first time I ordered a Quustomized Zine Package, I listed “dumb pop culture, diaries, and classic children’s books” in the comment section. Among my new treasures, I received a copy of cutey journal comic Flowery by Mel Stringer, a vintage Dr. Dolittle coloring book, and minizine Piscian Footnotes #2: A Quar-
Why Illinois residents should get a medical cannabis card

We want to thank our amazing Chicago community for voting us best clinic to get your medical card for the SECOND year in a row! Every day, we see patients who are seeking alternatives to opioids to manage their symptoms. Getting a medicinal cannabis card in Illinois is the first step to accessing medicinal cannabis at dispensaries. Along with being able to visit dispensaries as a medical patient, there are several other benefits as well. If you haven’t gotten your medical cannabis card yet, what are you waiting for?! Check out the huge list of benefits below!

You can grow your own medicine

Do you have a green thumb? Are you interested in growing your own cannabis as medicine? As of January 2020, Illinois medical cannabis patients by law are allowed to grow up to five plants. There are great benefits to growing your own medicinal cannabis. Patients can grow their favorite strains and learn more about cannabis growing cycles. With cannabis short-and dispensary prices potentially increasing, most patients find that growing their own cannabis helps save money on their medicine. Get a medical card and get your grow room blooming with your favorite strains in no time.

Possession and allotment

As an Illinois resident the scariest part about possessing cannabis is getting caught by law enforcement: getting arrested, having your car impounded, receiving fines or even jail time depending on the amount of cannabis in your possession. As an Illinois medical cannabis card-holding patient, legally, you can possess up to 2.5 oz (70 grams). Being able to legally possess up to 2.5 oz allows patients to stock up on their medicine and be protected by Illinois state laws. Patients who make their own edibles or cannabis oils tend to purchase in bulk. For example, a half ounce of raw cannabis flower may yield less than a 30-day supply of edibles. Having an adequate supply of cannabis can truly benefit patients and maintain their medication regimen.

Qualifying conditions

Illinois has over 40 qualifying conditions approved for medical cannabis. Any Illinois doctor, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant can certify patients for medical cannabis. Conditions range from cancer or post traumatic stress disorder, to chronic pain and Crohn’s disease. From July 2019 through June 2020, there were over 47,400 patients approved for medical cannabis. Over 14,000 qualified under chronic pain. Many progressive healthcare providers are encouraging their patients to turn to medical cannabis as a holistic way of treating their illnesses. Some people turn to medical cannabis when other treatments or pharmaceuticals have failed. Becoming a patient and medicating with cannabis can help patients who are suffering live with a better quality of life.

Taxes and discounts

Prices on cannabis products may vary, but know that when you check out at a dispensary you will be taxed. As a recreational customer you pay 30-43 percent; as an Illinois medical cannabis patient you pay 1-3 percent taxes on the same medicine. For example, if you purchase 3.5 grams of flower as a medical patient, the price may be $55-65. That same 3.5 grams of flower on the recreational menu after Cook County taxes added can cost $72-85. Cook county recreational cannabis tax may continue to rise, so save money and get your Illinois medical cannabis card!

State-offered discounts

Patients that receive Social Security Disability Income (SSDI) or Supplemental Security Income (SSI), and veterans with proof of a DD-214, can get a reduced fee on the state application. Instead of paying $100 for a one year card, the reduced fee is $50. Take advantage of these discounts when submitting a medical cannabis card application.

Medicinal benefits

The Illinois Medical Cannabis Pilot Program began in 2015. Many people with serious qualifying conditions have been medical cannabis patients for years. Many studies have shown that cannabis, when used in a daily regimen, can be beneficial to patients trying to manage symptoms without the use of opioids. In 2018 the Opioid Alternative Pilot Program (OAPP) aimed to help people addicted to opioids heal with medical cannabis. Patients prescribed opioids for pain or other medical illnesses are allowed to use cannabis instead of opioids. Many medical cannabis patients have experienced an improvement in their health and a reduction in using pharmaceutical drugs. Cannabis can be a healing medicine!

Telemedicine

2020 was a challenging year for mental and physical health. Scheduling months in advance for a doctor’s appointment can be stressful when you are chronically ill. In 2020, the Illinois Department of Public Health allowed cannabis-friendly health-care providers to certify patients via telemedicine. Potential cannabis patients can now receive their certification via e-mail after speaking to their health care provider on a phone call or telehealth video call.
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anzine by Lynne Monsoon, handwritten in miniscule font with a plastic magnifying glass attached to the binding. The order was both specific and unpredictable. I felt like I was having a conversation with my favorite bookstore, from the safety of my couch.

In days scheduled with Zoom cocktails and grocery deliveries, a Quimby’s Zine Package offered the rare opportunity for shock and delight in 2020. I hope Quimby’s keeps offering them, even after we’re all vaccinated and safely packing into the bookstore’s photo booth once again. —Megan Kirby

Stand-up anywhere with Comedy Pickup

Every time I walk to Humboldt Park, which is a weekly occurrence that has kept me sane and outside during the pandemic, I’m reminded of a patch of grass that was full of laughter and community during summer 2020: It was comedy in a pickup truck. When entertainment venues shuttered in the early half of the year, artists all over the city struggled. As the summer months brought much-needed brightness, the local comedy scene got creative. Eager to get in front of a crowd again and connect over some laughs, comedians hosted outdoor, socially distant open mikes.

And the one that was the most innovative—and that wouldn’t have existed without the pandemic—was Comedy Pickup, a traveling stand-up show in the bed of a big blue pickup truck created by local comics Donovan Strong-O’Donnell and Ryder Olle. The duo traveled all over Chicago and several U.S. big cities, bringing relief to not only comedy fans, but also those who ordinarily wouldn’t go see comedy, thanks to the accessibility of being outside. The duo produced more than 50 shows and put more than 2,000 miles on Olle’s pickup. One show was on that small Humboldt Park patch of grass in September. This memory is a constant reminder that it’s OK to laugh and that there’s always something to smile about. —Ariel Parrella-Aureli

Yes, please

The dedication in Samantha Irby’s latest book, Wow, No Thank You., is made out to Wellbutrin. Fitting, then, that the pages that follow are an antidepressant in their own right. And it came just in time—the book dropped on March 31, 2020, right around the time we first lost all hope of ever leaving our homes. But who needs to go outside when inside is a list of more than 100 “sure, sex is fun, but have you ever…” jokes that are actually funny? Who needs to go to a bar when you can instead read a detailed, time-stamped account of a night out in the city in the winter of 2002? Who needs to socialize with others when your new best friend Sam has given you 300 pages of witticisms far more entertaining than anything anyone else has to say?

That being said, new work from Irby is a welcome gift at any time soon and that she just keeps getting funnier and funnier while doing it. The release of this book gave me an excuse to round out my personal Irby collection. I bought this and the title before it, We Are Never Meeting in Real Life., from local bookseller Semicolon Bookstore. I hope others are inspired to do the same—no Chicago bookshelf is complete without the hilarious, all-too-relatable words of Samantha Irby. —Brianna Wellen

Virtual hope

For the first few weeks, I was ignorantly, arrogantly certain we’d all pick up more or less where we left off. Soon. The last live show I saw, J. Nicole Brooks’s Her Honor Jane Byrne at Lookingglass, would finish its run, and if the world was just, be extended. The sorrow of closing the show the same week it opened would become a do-you-remember-that-wild-time-when war story. When Theater Wit’s Teenage Dick opened
and closed the same night, cognitive dissonance smacked me like a fist full of nails, propelled by the realization that as far as theater was concerned, we were basically going to go through a historic catastrophe not seen since plague-era Shakespearean England. It was like learning James I was living next door. It was not possible.

“Everybody knows 2020 is over as far as live performances go. The real fear is what’s going to happen in 2021,” Ellen Placey Wadey, the Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation’s senior program director for arts and collections, told me during a June interview.

Roughly ten weeks into 2021, that fear remains, but it is now accompanied by the weight of all the trauma 2020 left in all the most vulnerable places. Yet the sheer indominitability of artists remains in plain sight, defiant, blazing, grieving, and helping us mourn — and sometimes rejoice. Every time we stare at a screen in hope of being taken somewhere else, artists are there to remind us that not all is lost.

Teenage Dick was an early case in point. The streamed version (from the single live performance) was as emotional and entertaining as the live version, albeit in a way that was achingly solitary. Artistic director Jeremy Wechsler and his team of designers and actors delivered a terrific show, and in doing so, gave everyone who saw it reason to breathe a massive sigh of relief. The art’s not going away yet, you motherfucking virus.

In November, Manual Cinema rolled out its version of A Christmas Carol. Like Teenage Dick, the show testified to the almighty power of art as much as it entertained. Instead of Jacob Marley, the dead ghost who arrives bearing the gift of redemption is a Black man killed by COVID-19. Ebenezer became his widow, Trudy.

Like Theater Wit, Manual Cinema created art with hope at the center, while also brutally acknowledging the losses that continue to pile up like cairns in a cursed forest. But while some things are beyond hope’s parameters, many things are not. Both Teenage Dick and A Christmas Carol nudged us to lean toward the latter, even when—especially when—we are overwhelmed by the former.

In Year Two of the plague, silver linings remain shrouded but not snuffed out. Right now, I’m thinking about a sequel to Her Honor Jane Byrne. His Honor Harold Washington, maybe. The legacy of COVID-19 is far from set. But one thing we can be certain of: theater endures.

—CATEY SULLIVAN

Chicago's art gallery alley

Calling itself “The Most Instagrammable Alley in Chicago,” The 12 brings art into the alley of the Tri-Taylor neighborhood. Named for its zip code, The 12 is a housing development built by Home& where each unit has an artist-painted garage door. The developers reached out to Sara Dulkin, owner of Chicago Truborn gallery, to curate the project and bring on the artists.

The project, located at the 2500 block of West Polk Street, is on former Chicago Public Schools land. In the spirit of giving back, Home& has pledged a $5,000 donation to CPS for each house sold. So far 15 units have been
continued from 41

Even before visual artist and designer Terrell Davis began his first year of classes at the School of the Art Institute in 2016, he’d already helped define outre pop and Web-centric electronic music. In the early 2010s, he contributed to the hallucinatory retro vision and sound of vaporwave. He made slyly funky songs under the pseudonym Visa_Priyaleb; the artwork for his 2013 album, スムーズOCEANS, for example, centers on a hyperclean disc shaded with a pastel emerald gradient and set atop a picturesque beachside image that looks too pristine to exist in real life. Davis became further involved in vaporwave as he made designs for the video-streaming music festival SPF420, and his vision expanded further to other Web-based music communities in the ensuing years. Underground pop singer Liz recruited him to make the album art for her 2015 single produced by Sophie, “When I Rule the World,” and Davis’s bright, gleaming close-up of a desk cluttered with a rococo hand mirror, stickers, potted-plant leaves, a baseball cap, small glass balls, and three phones (two cell, one rotary) accentuate the bubbly, hyperactive song. At SAIC, Davis’s portfolio expanded as he worked with clients as big as Nike and Travis Scott, while on the ground in Chicago he connected with queer dance party Rumors—he frequently designed their flyers. After the pandemic hit, Davis got involved with Zoom-based queer party Club Quarantine, and even designed their logo. After Davis died at age 22 on December 30, 2020, Club Q threw a tribute show that featured a performance by two-time RuPaul’s Drag Race contestant Shea Couleé and a slew of DJ sets, including from Chicago producer Ariel Zetina and one of Davis’s closest friends from SAIC, MorenXXX. Davis had a tremendous influence on several overlapping artistic scenes in Chicago and around the world, and I imagine we’ll unpack the role of his influence for years to come.—LEOR GALIL

The lasting impact of the late Terrell Davis

I was once a regular at Logan Square bar Golden Teardrops’s Thursday night karaoke, but singing in a crowded basement is the opposite of safe during an airborne pandemic. I was resigned to lingering in livestream comment sections until mid-April, when my friends Erin McAuliffe and Matt Munhall sent an invite to virtual karaoke.

Virtual karaoke is just singing in your home, cueing up your own backing track on one device as you sing into the webcam of another. Liberated from the restrictions of an impartial MC with a finite songbook, you’re able to perform any song you can summon from the depths of the Internet. Rejoice in Megan Thee Stallion’s “Big Ole Freak.” Go for those high notes on “Zombie.” Sing Alanis Morissette three times.

To get in the proper spirit, I donned a loudly multicolored 90s Bulls long-sleeve that had accompanied me through the highs (housewarming parties) and lows (stumbling home from shows) of going out, sometimes in one night. When my turn came, I cued up “Loser,” Beck’s 1993 slacker-rap breakthrough hit. I stomped around my one-bedroom apartment, mugging into my phone as my girlfriend Mary followed with her phone camera at a second angle. As the first verse concluded, I brought out the pièce de résistance: a clip-on fish-eye lens saved from a corporate event years prior. When the chorus hit, I belted “Soy un perdedor” while jumping off my couch, my image rendered in the trippy bulbous view of a skateboarding video.

I can’t wait to get back to karaoke in the flesh, but it won’t be the same without a little cinematography.—JACK RIEDY

The birth of virtual art shows

The return of drive-ins

With closed theaters, movies played on my small TV, and the lukewarm reaction of the summer’s releases, I was itching to watch something with others. And lucky for me, the drive-in was back. I hope it’s here to stay.

By September, I’d seen friends post about their “new” drive-in experiences of watching family-friendly favorites with kids way too young to have ever remembered when pulling up to a lot with a huge screen and cars packed full of folks was a thing. So, I jumped at the chance to preview a new episode of my fall TV obsession: HBO’s Lovecraft Country.
For weeks, I’d been watching along Sunday nights with my phone glued to my hand and my Twitter app open. The show—a beautifully scary series that seemed to defy all limitations by diving into a different genre of horror each week—was just way too good to watch alone. And with the rates of new COVID-19 cases on the rise, I figured an online community was better than no community.

But this day at the Lakeshore Drive-In, armed with greasy food and one of my good friends by my side, I was ready for that to change. It felt good to ooh and ahh and gasp in a group. With windows down, you could hear the murmurs and laughs and jokes between folks in nearby cars. And in a year with so much uncertainty, it felt safe to get scared and scream together. —Arionne Nettles

The drag show must go on

A n important aspect of drag that doesn’t readily translate to a mini-challenge on RuPaul’s Drag Race is an artist’s ability to command a stage: whether that means lip-syncing in front of an audience, or marching in the streets. Chicago’s drag community showed up and showed out in 2020 at the crucial moments when we needed their unique perspectives and leadership abilities.

In June, when civil unrest and public demonstrations were a consistent daily presence in the city, Black LGBTQ+ community activists organized the Drag March for Change, leading crowds on the “Boystown” strip in Lakeview to protest racial inequity in the neighborhood and beyond. Some of the organizing around the march resulted in the formation of the Chicago Black Drag Council, a group that helps empower both local drag performers and the wider LGBTQ+ community of Chicago by working toward restorative justice.

In addition to changing the world, our drag community still had to get paid. By August many Chicago venues that host drag shows had pivoted to online or outdoor and socially distanced programming. Kudos to all those who found a way to lip-sync with a face shield in traffic, especially the performers at Uptown’s Baton Show Lounge and Hamburger Mary’s (RIP) in Andersonville. And don’t count out those who achieved reality TV fame: in January 2021, professional ice skater and season 13 Drag Race contestant Denali released Chicago Drag Excellence, a video by local trans-led film collective Transit Productions at Bridgeport’s Co-Prosperity Sphere. Chicago Drag Excellence features a bevy of local performers beautifully captured as they respond to Crystal Waters’s 1994 hit “100% Pure Love,” including Drag Race alumnae, plus full contact information and Venmo/Instagram links in the credits. It’s a tribute to the Chicago drag world of the 2020s: a cinematic balm to lift our city’s spirits. —Salem Collo-Julin

All the tees

Dressed in a GlitterGuts T-shirt under a Hideout sweatshirt, sipping from an Empty Bottle mug, staring at my Reader tote bag (plug!), I can hardly remember a time before I was surrounded by merch from my favorite cultural institutions. But it’s a strangely recent phenomenon, one that was in part sparked by Barrel Maker Printing’s early-in-the-pandemic push to support small businesses with a limited run of T-shirts, $10 of each sale going directly to the business sporting on the tee. Those who were lucky enough to jump on the trend early were able to grab now-discontinued designs for Thalia Hall, Music Box Theatre, Quimby’s, Lula Cafe, Bucket O’Blood, and more—an especially popular shirt honoring beloved Tamale Guy, Claudio Velez, is still available for $25.

Then came the much welcome deluge of puzzles, glassware, masks, books, buttons, blankets, full concession packages from movie theaters, and enough branded pieces of clothing to build a whole new wardrobe. And it’s not just the venues and theaters and companies that these items are supporting. Local artists were called upon for signature items, like Alicia Gaines’s capsule collection for the Empty Bottle that includes a hat, mug, and long- and short-sleeved tees. To be able to scratch that middle-of-the-night-online-shopping itch, have items that scream “I’m cool,” and do your part to keep your favorite places in business? That’s a win-win-win. —Brianna Wellen

Do you love the Ben Joravsky show?

Become a Ben Head!

chicagoreader.com/joravsky
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DCG Brothers brought summer joy to a locked-down season with the “Mmhmm” video

Every beautiful day last summer was like torture to me—a reminder that the pandemic had closed off almost everything I love about the season. Thankfully I could still get a taste of that old summertime feeling from the video for “Mmhmm,” by teenage west-side rap duo DCG Brothers. Chicago video collective No More Heroes brought Shun and Bsavv and regular collaborator Msavv to a Los Angeles golf course, where they worked with director Josh Jones to create a visual analogy for the joy bursting from DCG’s minimalist drill-pop favorite. Dressed in pastel polo shirts buttoned all the way up, the MCs race golf carts, crouch down to rap at golf balls from inches away (shots that could be homages to Happy Gilmore), and dance like they’ve got the entire course to themselves. My favorite moment is 14 seconds in: the three rappers stand in a row, each in front of a golf cart, coolly resting their crossed hands on the caps of their clubs’ grips, and lip-synch to Bsavv’s blunt, springy hook while nodding along vigorously to Spank Onna Beat’s bone-dry percussion and pounding bass. The rappers balance rambunctiousness and menace, and their deft, tightrope-walking verses give “Mmhmm” an extra shot of adrenaline. The song makes it clear these three have tons of fun sharing the mike, and the video is even more contagious. I only wish DCG Brothers had released it earlier in the summer. —LEOR GALIL
Tone Deaf Records responded to the stay-at-home order with vinyl delivery

When the pandemic forced Tone Deaf Records to shutter last March, proprietor Tony Assimos began delivering vinyl straight to his customers’ doors. He saw it as a practical response to what he thought would be a short-term crisis, and a way to extend into lockdown the sense of community he’d cultivated in his Portage Park store. As he told Block Club at the time, perhaps optimistically, “People are going to be bored for the next few weeks.” The many forms of pandemic-induced isolation have lasted far longer, of course, but listening to new records is still a good way to stay sane.

Deliveries remain a crucial part of Tone Deaf’s business mix today. Assimos keeps tabs on Chicago’s COVID-19 infection rates and makes decisions accordingly. When the numbers dropped last summer, he suspended delivery and reopened the store; when infections spiked around Thanksgiving, he reversed course, even though the city didn’t issue another lockdown order. “It was the right thing to do,” he says.

Tone Deaf’s customers have embraced vinyl delivery. “It made people feel like they were helping out a business in the community, and at the same time they were getting a special service that they could rely on,” Assimos says. Deliveries peaked last spring, but Tone Deaf currently averages ten per week. Mail-order sales, curbside pickup, and appointment-only in-store shopping have picked up.

With spring coming, Assimos is cautiously hopeful about the future. “Record stores, book stores, all those small little shops down the street that we moved to Chicago to be able to access—let’s keep supporting them!” he says. “We live in a wonderful city with so many great resources. I can’t stress enough the importance of helping local businesses.”

—Jamie Ludwig

Best Hip-Hop Producer
Peter Cottontale
Runner-up: Montana Macks

Best House Music DJ
Derrick Carter
Runner-up: The Chosen Few

Best International/World Music ACT
Dos Santos
Runner-up: Dawn Xiana Moon

Best Jazz Band
Angel Bat Dawid & tha Brothahood
Runner-up: Chicago Cellar Boys

Best Jazz Musician
Makaya McCraven
Runner-up: Angel Bat Dawid

Best Livestream Concert Series
The Hideout
Runner-up: Music Friendly Distancing, the Empty Bottle

Best Local Album of the Year
Dehd, Flower of Devotion
Runner-up: Gramps the Vamp, Keeper of the Void

Best Local Label
Bloodshot Records
Runner-up: Sooper Records

Best Metal Band
Bongripper
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Best Music Podcast
Sound Opinions
Runner-up: CHIRP artist interviews

Best New Band
Glitter Moneyyy
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FitzGerald’s
Runner-up: Pritzker Pavilion
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Billie Barrett Greenbey of gospel legends the Barrett Sisters left us in 2020

Just days before COVID-19 shut Chicago down, mourners crowded Trinity United Church of Christ to bid farewell to gospel singer Billie Barrett Greenbey. A member of the world-famous Barrett Sisters and among the last survivors of gospel music’s foundational generation, Billie died February 28 at age 91.

Born in Chicago in 1928, Greenbey studied at the American Conservatory of Music and sang Thomas Dorsey’s new gospel songs with her sisters Delois and Rodessa in the Morning Star Baptist Church choir. By 1941, Billie, Delois, and their cousin Johnnie Mae Hudson had formed the Barrett and Hudson Singers. When Hudson died, Rodessa took her place and the group re-formed as the Barrett Sisters.

For years, the Barrett Sisters worked alongside gospel’s leading lights, among them Dorsey and Roberta Martin. They were favorite guests on TV Gospel Time and Jubilee Showcase (both launched in the early 1960s, the latter in Chicago) and cut their first of more than a dozen LPs, Jesus Loves Me, in 1964. Fans nicknamed the trio the “Sweet Sisters of Zion” for their Baptist soulfulness and crystalline harmonies. The sisters’ distinctive three-part singing, anchored by Billie’s alto, endowed gospel with an understated splendor and elegance.

The Barretts’ crowd-pleasing performances in the 1982 documentary Say Amen, Somebody led to an appearance on The Tonight Show and years of touring as far afield as Switzerland and Africa. They were also the subject of Regina Rene’s 2013 film The Sweet Sisters of Zion. Until the end, Billie soloed first Sundays at Lilydale Progressive Missionary Baptist Church in Roseland. “As long as I have a voice,” she said, “I’m going to sing.” —ROBERT MAROVICH
Old-school musicians beat lockdown with new-school platforms

Musicians are a scrappy lot. No matter what challenges life throws at them, they do whatever they can to pursue their art and bring the party (or whatever it is they’re starting) to the masses. What happens when those challenges include an uncertain amount of time without concerts or even gatherings of any kind? How do you stay fulfilled when your work depends so heavily on having an audience? Everyone did whatever they could to stay afloat last year, and the Internet provided a lifeboat for many local entertainers.

Twitch isn’t just a playground for Gen Z gamers. Veteran Chicago DJ Vince Adams, active since 1984, found a whole new audience and revenue stream when he created a Twitch channel in May. Adams’s years of doing double duty at fundraisers as a DJ and host serve him well: His transmissions go heavy on audience interaction, and he incorporates a Zoom-based “VA Cam” where audience members can show off dance moves. Adams’s mixes of house and R&B can already power a great virtual party, but making the broadcast a two-way street really turns up the heat. Another live-streamer well outside the typical demographic is 92-year-old blues musician Jimmy Johnson, who can be found weekly on his Facebook page, playing live solo sessions from his home. A family member turns on the camera, and Johnson fills the next hour or so with his electric guitar, his singing, and stories from the nearly 70 years of his music career. The international mix of fans who show up in the chat for these sessions have become a community of their own, weathering the pandemic as they embrace the blues. —Leor Galil

Born Yesterday Records had a better 2020 than you

Two members of local band Clearance, guitarist Kevin Fairbairn and bassist Greg Obis, launched Born Yesterday Records in 2018, but it wasn’t till 2020 that the label really established a strong foothold. Born Yesterday works with artists from Chicago, of course, but also looks for talent further from home: this past fall, it released a hypnotic EP from Los Angeles rockers Dummy and an anxious LP by Massachusetts punks Landowner. Where the label really showed its colors, though, was with a terrific streak of local rock releases that began in April with Change Is Bad, a rangy, weather-beaten post-punk LP from Obis’s new band Stuck. Born Yesterday followed it in May with the tantalizingly dreamy third full-length from psych unit Cafe Racer, Shadow Talk, and in August with the high-wire postpunk of the Knees’ debut EP, Posture. Born Yesterday was hardly the only operation to release marvelous Chicago underground rock in 2020, but its efforts didn’t get nearly as much attention as, say, Sooper Records’ banner year or Brooklyn-based Fire Talk’s one-two punch by Deeper and Dehd. Fairbairn and Obis have established their label as a crucial voice in Chicago rock, and their 2021 should be even better. —Leor Galil

The Power of Homeownership

When I bought my first home, it was the most empowering feeling. I’m honored that I get to help others achieve that with the work that I do.
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Kat Barry

Kat Barry
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Last year would’ve been a great one for bangers in Chicago clubs

We lost a lot of things last year. Without minimizing any of them, let’s take a minute to grieve all the chances we didn’t get to hear Chicago bangers in the club—those nights when your favorite DJ’s in the booth, your skin’s sticky from the collective body heat, and when Chief Keef’s
“Faneto” gets its obligatory spin, everyone magically, simultaneously yells, “I just hit a stain, faneto.” It would’ve been a good year for it too. Who didn’t want to celebrate Lil Durk’s ascent to stardom? Both of his 2020 albums, Just Cause Y’all Waited 2 and The Voice, hit number two on the Billboard 200 (the first has already been certified gold), and his onslaught resulted in the EP Just Cause Y’all Waited 2 (the first has already been certified gold), and his onslaught of 2020 features included spots on songs by Drake, Megan Thee Stallion, and City Girls. We never got the chance to memorialize FBG Duck with “Slide” or King Von with anything from his brilliant third full-length, Welcome to O’Block. And we couldn’t gather to celebrate classic Chicago bangers by bygone days—songs that have brought people together for years, like Traxman’s “Get Down Lil’ Momma,” DJ Decon’s “Let Me Bang,” and DJ Rashad and DJ Chi Boogie’s “Ay Ay Yo!” By the start of 2020, East Room had already closed, but we all could’ve used the consummate blend of rap, R&B, house, and juke that DJ King Marie used to spin at that Logan Square bar, or DJ Ca$h Era’s mix of Top 40 hits and golden-era jams from Emporium Wicker Park. The pandemic shuttered clubs—some of them, including the beloved Danny’s Tavern, for good—and forced DJs to rely on virtual sets. Sadly, it’s still impossible to say how long it’ll be till we can gather safely the way we did on those bewitching nights when everyone—lovers, haters, and all—unified for a single overriding purpose: to shake ass. —TARA C. MAHADEVAN
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**Chicago’s Latinx musicians rolled with the pandemic’s punches**

Despite the misfortunes of the pandemic, arts communities in Chicago found ways to keep calm and carry on. Latinx musicians, like many of their peers, pivoted from canceled gigs or tours into developing virtual projects and producing new music.

Family trio A Flor de Piel are inspired by Mexican son jarocho, but their love of fusions resulted in the EP Mental Lockdown, which incorporates electronic and lo-fi pop sounds and includes a cha-cha remix of “La Bruja” by DJ AfroQbano.

Daniel Villareal, founding drummer of Dos Santos, was in Texas working with Grupo Fantasma guitarist and producer Beto Martinez when the pandemic hit. “It forced us to work from a distance and collaborate with other guest artists,” Villareal says. Together they made The Los Sundowns, the self-titled debut EP from their Latin psychedelic soul duo.

Latinx soul artist Lester Rey collaborated with Texas producer MoonDoctor to release the EP CCFX (it stands for “Chicago Caribbean FX”), which highlights electro-Caribbean, tropical bass, and nu-movimiento sounds. Rey also appeared on the single “Por la Mañana” with Montreal reggaetonero Pierre Cruz and joined Súbele singer Jonny Fades on the nu-cumbia tune “Mango Kisses.”

Los Gold Fires guitarist Siul Reynoso, inspired by traditional Latin music and other vintage sounds, stripped his music down for a chill, nostalgic solo project called Gabacho. He’d already released a few singles under that name when he dropped a self-titled debut EP just as COVID-19 broke in the U.S.

Latin Afro-jam funk band ÉSSO decided to repackage their album Xicaco as a string of monthly singles, beginning in May. And last September, front man Armando Pérez dropped the cumbia-heavy EP Raza. —SANDRA TREVIÑO

**Rapper Ric Wilson pours generations of activism into “Fight Like Ida B and Marsha P”**

Most of the music I listen to isn’t responding to a society-shifting event that’s literally just happened—in fact, most music isn’t even trying to do that. I often struggle to string together coherent thoughts about everyday injustices without repeating myself or, more commonly, repeating the words of other, smarter people. With that in mind, I don’t expect musicians to crank out work constantly in order to comment on everything that happens. When an artist instead distills down generations of knowledge about, say, economic inequality and racism, the songs that result will be deeply felt—and no matter how long they take to make or how often they come out, they might even seem prescient.

Three days before Juneteenth 2020, Ric Wilson dropped “Fight Like Ida B and Marsha P,” a radical call to action with an irrepressible melody. Wilson raps about abolishing ICE, freeing imprisoned trans people, and defunding the police atop a lean, funky bass line, and his smooth delivery recalls his sumptuous turn on They Call Me Disco, his recent collaborative EP with Terrace Martin. On the hook, Wilson celebrates the Black women central to his activism, including gay rights activist and Stonewall instigator Marsha P. Johnson, prison abolitionist Mariame Kaba, and journalist and early civil rights leader Ida B. Wells. “Fight Like Ida B and Marsha P” encourages listeners to educate themselves about radical movements to build the coalition of Wilson’s dreams. The song captures the exuberant communal energy that buoyed so many protests this past summer, but it’s not the work of a moment: Crista Noël, founder of Women’s All Points Bulletin (a nonprofit supporting...
Experimental Sound Studio has turned a streaming series into a virtual community

Experimental Sound Studio is a nonprofit music venue, recording studio, art gallery, and audio archive that’s provided a nexus for creative work in Chicago since 1986. ESS has built an audience with concerts and public exhibitions, both of which the pandemic made impossible, but despite that constraint 2020 has arguably been the studio’s finest hour. As soon as everyone’s shows got canceled, the studio got to work launching the Quarantine Concerts, an ongoing series that kicked off March 20 and has since included hundreds of streamed performances (some live, some prerecorded for the occasion) by musicians playing in their homes and rehearsal spaces, out in the woods, and in at least one pottery studio. It’s always free to watch, but audiences are encouraged to donate—and 100 percent of their money goes to the artists. Initially the bookings leaned heavily on Chicago’s improvised-music community, but as the series grew it recruited guest curators from other cities or even other continents. They’ve brought in experimental, folk, classical, and psychedelic rock musicians from Europe, Qatar, Japan, and around the States, allowing collaborations that would’ve been prohibitively expensive in person. Fittingly, some of the best performances traded on their domestic settings. Octogenarian multi-instrumentalist Joe McPhee gave a shout-out from his basement lair in Poughkeepsie to fellow saxophonist Peter Brötzmann, who was isolated by age and health in Wuppertal, Germany; Chicago-based composer Olivia Block played part of her set with a cat on her shoulder; and Ohio-based tape-loop fiend Aaron Dilloway let a couple chickens loose on a guitar and cymbals that he’d wired for sound, turning their pecking into music. —Bill Meyer

Chicago music writers carry zine culture into the Substack era

Massive newsroom job cuts and a populace in isolation helped drive the upsurge in single-operator newsletters in 2020. The number of active writers on Substack doubled between March and June alone, and Mailchimp and Medium also reported increased activity.

Chicago music journalists—including the three Reader contributors quoted in this piece—have contributed to that boom. Ernest Wilkins, who writes about the business of culture on Office Hours With Ernest Wilkins, describes newsletters as a “necessity-built thing” that arose in the mid-2010s when the demand for highly curated content outstripped the resources that traditional publishers devoted to the specialized writers who could create it. Trust in newspapers also declined, with plenty of help from the Trump administration. “So we’ve got to figure out a new strategy to touch people,” Wilkins says. “If I don’t trust this newspaper, maybe I trust this columnist.”

The accessibility and flexibility of newsletters allow for a limitless variety of approaches. Joshua Minsoo Kim has built the increasingly popular experimental-music newsletter Tone Glow around a tight-knit community of contributors, rather than writing everything himself. “Everything’s always more fun when it goes beyond yourself and your own interests,” Kim says.

David Anthony launched Former Clarity in 2019, but after he developed a serious illness, it stopped being a music newsletter and started being a newsletter about music, navigating the healthcare industry, and “finding clarity,” as he puts it. He says his work has fostered deep connections between him and his readers. “People are willing to open up a bit more because they’re just replying to an e-mail that

women who’ve survived police violence), recorded her spoken-word contribution more than five years ago. And Wilson’s song will remain poignant and relevant for as long there’s injustice to fight. —Leor Galil
The pandemic pushed indoor music into the parks

I go to a lot of concerts—one recent year I counted 139—and aside from the occasional festival, jazz and improvised music almost always happen indoors. For more than a year now, the pandemic has kept me from my regular haunts—Constellation, Elastic Arts, Experimental Sound Studio—but it’s also brought me a new kind of show. For a few months this past summer and fall, saxophonist Dave Rempis and drummer Tyler Damon played regularly, usually on Friday evenings, in Margate Park near Foster and Lake Shore Drive. The Chicago Jazz Festival is outdoors, of course, so this wasn’t entirely novel, but in Millennium Park you won’t see bemused volleyball players watching between points, a couple passing by with a toddler in a cargo bike and doubling back to listen, or the driver of an out-of-service bus stopping on the access road to LSD and opening the doors to hear. You’ll get sun and breeze anywhere outside, but in Margate Park on Saturday, November 7—just hours after the major news networks called the election for Biden—Rempis, Damon, and drummer Bill Harris opened with Albert Ayler’s “Ghosts” as a burst of wind carried a flickering swirl of golden honey locust leaves around their heads. The first time I saw the duo, on Friday, September 25, was also the first time I’d seen live music in person in more than six months. “You know those before-and-after diptychs of Death Valley that show how suddenly and extravagantly the desert blooms when it finally rains?” I wrote on Instagram at the time. “That’s the inside of my brain right now.” It feels strange to say this, but I can’t wait for concerts to be so ordinary again that I won’t be on the edge of tears whenever I see one. —Philip Montoro
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only I’ll see instead of sending a tweet out into the world,” he says.

Wilkins doesn’t think the market is saturated—he’s confident there’s more room for Chicago music writers to succeed with their own newsletters, provided they’re willing to put in the work. “What I see happen, especially in our city, is that people keep sitting and doing things, expecting someone to descend from the sky and tell them that they are valid and worthy,” Wilkins says. “Anna Wintour does not live here. You’re not going to get chosen. So you have to do it yourself.” —Jamie Ludwig

WGCI helped define 2020 with two big shows—one that happened and one that didn’t

A
fter quarantine took away live concerts, all you had to do was scroll Twitter for a minute to see just how much people missed live venues and enjoying their favorite tunes with like minds.

In February 2020, Chicago streets bustled with activity in celebration of the NBA All-Star Weekend. It was the first time the city had hosted the event since 1988, and in addition to the usual attractions—including the celebrity game, the dunk contest, and of course the main event—the weekend featured WGCI’s Big Jam 2: Rappers and Ballers Edition at Credit Union 1 Arena on Saturday, February 15. (The Big Jam usually happens in fall or winter, and the previous installment had arrived just two months earlier.)

Unbeknownst to the performers or to the crowd that gathered to be in the midst of the All-Star Weekend action, this would be the first and last show of the year for WGCI. Headlined by DaBaby and Lil Baby, the concert also allowed NBA players Iman Shumpert, Andre Drummond, and Daniel Gibson to showcase their talents for a different kind of arena crowd.

It’s hard to say how many live shows WGCI would’ve hosted in 2020, but the annual Summer Jam wouldn’t happened around August. The year prior, the show was held at McCormick Place and headlined by Teyana Taylor, Gucci Mane, and Yo Gotti.

I used to work for iHeartMedia, WGCI’s parent company, and I was often behind the scenes at these shows—I especially loved seeing the faces of my neighbors illuminate as they congregated with people from all over Chicago. The Big Jam and Summer Jam offer a collective celebration of the arts, a way to escape the nuisances of daily life, and a chance to meet friends and make new ones. They’re two of the most anticipated concerts every year—a staple for the city’s Black community.

—Corli Jay

Chicago indie musicians rally for jail support with the Warm Violet compilation

A
fter the pandemic eliminated gig and touring income, Chicago’s independent musicians sometimes had to ask for help—but at least as often, they proved willing to step up and support others. Sometimes that took the form of benefit compilations, including December’s Warm Violet: A Compilation for Chicago Community Jail Support.

Chicago Community Jail Support is a mutual-aid project launched in response to mass arrests during protests against police brutality following the killing of George Floyd. The weekend of May 29 alone, 2,172 people were arrested in Chicago. CCJS maintains a presence outside Cook County Jail in order to help people released from custody, who often have nothing but the clothes on their backs—volunteers provide food, drink, transportation, or even temporary housing.

The members of CCJS describe their group as part of a broader Black- and Brown-led Chicago abolitionist movement—ultimately they want the city to defund the police and invest in resources that actually keep communities safe. Many CCJS volunteers are involved in the local music scene, so when the organization needed money to winterize its operations, a compilation album was a natural fundraising choice.

The 46 tracks on Warm Violet cover a lot of genres, among them techno, ambient music, indie rock, acoustic pop, jazz, and whatever Fire-Toolz is. The compilation’s eclectic lineup also includes Ariel Zetina, Nnamdi & Post Animal, Ohmme, and Ken Vandermark. So far the release has raised more than $10,000, and most of that has come from Chicagoans—which CCJS organizers say is “the cherry on top,” because it demonstrates grassroots support for their cause and for local music. You can learn more about how the organization is using this money at opencollective.com. —Jamie Ludwig
Isioma. The idiosyncratic and fully evolved aesthetic of their March 2020 EP, *Sensitive*, fulfills the promise of our allegedly “genre-less” future, incorporating signifiers from across the pop spectrum: its radio-ready songs combine sensitive R&B singing, sophisticated indie-rock riffs, suave hip-hop rhythms, and featherweight synth-pop melodies, deploying every element for maximum immediacy. Isioma sounds as self-assured as a star who’s been headlining arenas for years, and I felt certain their music would break out eventually—which it did before the end of the year. On December 8, their knockout single “Sensitive” reached number three on Spotify’s U.S. Viral 50 chart, remaining there for nearly a week; by the start of this month, it had amassed more than 26 million plays on the platform. I don’t think Spotify should have such monolithic power in the music industry, particularly since its per-stream payouts are so stingy they make the federal minimum wage seem humane. But I’m glad to see Isioma’s rise on that platform, even though the metrics that generate Spotify’s viral charts remain opaque to me. I’m happier to see their growing popularity outside Spotify, though, because it’s an even clearer indication that their stardom is closer than I imagined. —LEOR GALIL

**A personal remembrance of DJ Kwest_On**

The best perk of my job booking the Promontory is hearing brilliant DJs mix house, hip-hop, and Afrobeat while I do spreadsheets. The pandemic put that on hold, but the loss was tempered when DJs took to Instagram, Twitch, and Facebook. When I got a notice that Jay Illa, Dee Money, or Vince Adams was starting a livestream, it meant my next quarantined hour would have a world-class soundtrack. My favorite streamer was the Promontory’s favorite DJ, Matt “Kwest_On” Cannon. We hosted Prince nights, Dilla Day events (Matt brought doughnuts), and day parties with 3xDope (his old-school crew). When I heard Prince had died, I called Matt to say that if it were true (we had doubts), then Friday was his. Matt’s life-affirming four-hour mix spiritually uplifted 500 sweaty, joyous dancers.

Like many livestreams, Matt’s were intimate. We saw his home, we interacted... for one late-May stream, he even took requests. I stumped him with a deep cut, so I pulled an extra copy to gift him. Two mornings later, I got a jolting call: Matt was gone, the most robust, alive person I knew taken by heart failure. I was a friend (he tutored my kids), but more than that, I was a fan of the integrity, knowledge, and soul Matt sent through speakers. One of our top parties has been a pre-New Year’s blowout with WeLoveSoul, Matt’s Avengers-esque supergroup with Duane Powell, Sean Alvarez, and Joe Kollege. In 2020 they streamed from an empty venue and included an archival Kwest_On set. When Matt’s prerecorded banter commented on his partners’ performances, it was more than eerie. Like Prince, he seemed too vital to be gone. Also like Prince, he continues to bring life with his music. —JAKE AUSTEN

---

**Make your goals a reality.**

Earn your **high school diploma** and get **free career training** at Job Corps. Ages 16–24.
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- Bricklayer
- Carpentry
- Certified Nurse Assistant
- Distribution Operations
- Material Handling
- Painting
- Pharmacy Technician
- Security and Protective Services

Visit jobcorps.gov or call (800) 733-JOBS [5627].
Hey I am feeling pretty good today! It makes sense though since I now have a good grasp on everything and know this is not an artist retreat and I am not quarantined to be creative. This is for public safety. I can't put pressure on myself to be in my prime while I can't see my friends, which is not something I should take personally. All that matters right now is to take it easy. I do my work, play Animal Crossing, and rest. It's so pleasant and simple. Okay but why am I crying? That’s so much snot.
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With the Resiliency Grant, Opportunity Grant, and Online Access Scholarship, we’re committed to making sure that everyone with the desire to get a degree in business, IT, healthcare (including nursing), or education has the opportunity. Call or visit the link below to get started.

Learn more. wgu.edu/access | 866.225.5948
**The Courier**

The Courier details a fascinating tale of deceit. A recap of real events, the film follows Greville Wynne (Benedict Cumberbatch) as he’s recruited into one of the most significant international conflicts in history. Tasked with helping put an end to the Cuban Missile Crisis, he forms a partnership with Soviet officer Oleg Penkovsky (Merab Ninidze) in an effort to provide crucial intelligence needed to prevent a nuclear confrontation. Cumberbatch is a calm force throughout. While seemingly accurate to Wynne’s disposition, it makes the addition of Rachel Brosnahan and Jessie Buckley all the more welcome. Brosnahan plays CIA agent Emily Donovan, and Buckley plays Wynne’s wife, Sheila. Both work to add some compelling and familiar relationship dynamics to the otherwise distant exchanges between Wynne and Penkovsky in drab locales. The heightened level of emotion they propel propels the story and Cumberbatch forward, keeping viewers engaged as they approach a climactic ending. —Becca James

**Days of the Bagnold Summer**

Days of the Bagnold Summer is a bittersweet bildungsroman that hits all the right notes. Based on the graphic novel of the same name, it sees 15-year-old Daniel Bagnold (Earl Cave) and his mother Sue (Monica Dolan) dealing with the lingering disruptions of divorce. Things come to a head when Daniel’s dad cannot host him in Florida for the summer as promised, forcing Sue to find a way to keep her son entertained. The script, based on the comic, by Simon Beckett and Pat Mills, is a much darker version of the original, but that doesn’t diminish the film’s charm. Daniel isn’t too keen on the idea. He would rather focus his attention on starting a heavy metal band. Both Cave and Dolan are quietly captivating, pulling viewers in with their relatable and charming discomfort. Minimal and with no sense of urgency, the story unfolds authentically as they deserve to reveal the tangled and touching emotions behind each interaction. —Becca James

**The Inheritance**

This quixotic first feature by experimental filmmaker Ephraim Asili (The Diaspora Suite) is equal to the sum of its parts—not narrative, part documentary, and part collage, it’s a combination of filmic modes and revolutionary ephemera fused to uncommon effect. The scripted parts of the film, based on Asili’s own experiences as a member of a Black liberationist faction, center on an emerging Black radical collective in west Philadelphia called the House of Ubuntu. The 20-something Julian (Eric Lockley) inherits his grandmother’s house, as well as her personal archive of materials related to Black life and liberation. Julian’s partner, Gwen (Nzizhipho Mclean), is the one to suggest they turn it into a communal living space. The couple opens the house to other Black people—mostly creative types, like poets and musicians—aiming for all official decisions to be made by consensus. A prominent focus of the film is the separatist group MOVE, whose headquarters the Philadelphia police bombed in 1985; the assault started a fire that killed 11 people (including five children) and destroyed 65 homes. In several illuminating sequences, real-life members of MOVE come into the house to speak of their experiences. Likewise, the poets Sonia Sanchez and Ursula Rucker also appear, further blurring the line between fiction and reality. In the manner of Jean-Luc Godard’s La Chinoise (1967), a key influence on the film, Asili makes observable cultural references through shots of books, magazines, records, and posters (including one for Godard’s film), often contrasted against the house’s colorful walls. This was shot on 16mm; between the grain of the film and the grit of the past, it’s palpable here in the present. —Kathleen Sachs

**Slaxx**

In Elza Kehgart’s horror-comedy, late-stage capitalism is the true villain. Slaxx follows Libby (Romane Denis), a plucky new hire at a trendy clothing store the day before an important launch—but the stylish form-fitting jeans have a life of their own and start murdering employees and influencers one by one. Kehaprt balances humor and gore with precision while managing to comment on unethical labor practices, exploitation, and our toxic relationship with fast fashion and consumerism. And with a breezy less-than-80-minute runtime, Slaxx doesn’t waste time with grandiose exposition—it says exactly what it wants to say and nothing more. Anyone who has worked in retail will surely relate to the film’s beleaguered protagonists, paid too little and pushed to the brink in order to uphold the farce of capitalism. —Cody Corrall

**The Winter Lake**

The Winter Lake offers a chilling character study. Depicting dreary day after dreary day, the film takes place in the Irish countryside, where Tom (Anson Boon) has just moved with his mother (Charlie Murphy). Their counterparts, Holly (Emma Mackey) and her father (Michael McElhatton), would in any other movie signal the start of a coming-of-age romantic comedy, à la Drive Me Crazy (1999), but The Winter Lake is a much darker affair. While Holly appears confident, a light in her New dark and cold world, there’s an underlying tension in the film that hints at something sinister lying just under the surface. Sure enough, there is. Holly has a secret, which Tom uncovers, setting in motion a violent confrontation with her father, who is determined to keep his family’s dysfunction hidden. Produced by the same team behind The Lodge (2017), the film provides a similarly atmospheric look at familial obligation. —Becca James

**R**

**Wojnarowicz: F**k You F*ggot F**ker**

Queer artist David Wojnarowicz chronicled his life as if he were preparing for this record of it. His predisposition toward creating art as a way of verifying his own existence wasn’t borne of self-interest, however, but rather a desire for vindication in a world that routinely censors voices of the oppressed. This paradox is at the heart of Wojnarowicz’s practicable mythology, succinctly captured here by nonfiction filmmaker Chris Kim (Out of Iraq), who utilizes the vastness of Wojnarowicz’s personal archives to create a portrait of an artist who spent his short life (Wojnarowicz passed away from HIV-related complications in 1992 at the age of 37) putting forth a body of work that itself comprises a likeness of sorts, through myriad paintings, photographs, films, texts, and various other creative experiments. The documentary explores Wojnarowicz’s troubled childhood, his tenure as a controversial member of the downtown New York arts scene in the 70s and 80s, and his efforts as an activist for queer rights amidst the emerging AIDS epidemic. His vivid and provocative work is at the center of the film, often featured in all its obscurity glory; the title comes from a multimedia collage that includes a drawing of two men kissing and photos of Wojnarowicz and other artist friends in the nude. Needing a name for the piece, Wojnarowicz borrowed from a homophobic note he'd found on the ground, his anger and proclivity for self-reclamation palpable in such an appropriation. McKim’s film is an evocative summation of Wojnarowicz’s life and legacy—interviewees include family and friends, such as writer Fran Lebowitz and Wojnarowicz’s long-time partner—but it succeeds best in allowing the subject to speak for itself. —Kathleen Sachs
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**Valerie June leaves her roots for the stars**

**Valerie June, *The Moon and Stars: Prescriptions for Dreamers***

Valerie June leaves her roots for the stars. In her new album, she wears a spectacular silver gown, and the music matches the portrait’s dreamy, dazzling sophistication. Produced by Jack Splash (who’s also worked with Alicia Keys and John Legend), the album is dense, lavishly arranged R&B. "Call Me a Fool" feels like some rapturous combination of Etta James and Patsy Cline, while "Fallin’" channels the folk purity of Nick Drake, the guitar pulsing and circling with June’s breathing—it’s the track most like June’s earlier work, but subtle overdubs give it a richer, fuller sound. “Stay” starts with a piano melody, then adds a martial drum, a full string section, and June’s voice in a multitracked chorus. That voice, harmonizing with itself or otherwise, remains a wonder. In her earlier work, June’s nasal burr and laid-back phrasing evokes calluses and dirt roads, but on *The Moon and Stars* it sounds more like sandpaper drawn gently across velvet—a sound so harsh it’s sensuous, and so smooth it cuts deep. —**Noah Berlatsky**

**Autarkh, *Form in Motion***

Dutch avant-garde metal band Dodecahedron released two spectacular albums, 2012’s self-titled debut and 2017’s *Kwintessens*, that promised a bright future for the band with their use of disturbing dissonance, bleak synthesizer textures, and gnashing industrial rhythms. But tragedy struck before they could live up to their potential: frontman Michiel Eikenaar (also of black-metal group Nihill) was diagnosed with cancer and passed away in April 2019 at age 42. That same year, cofounding Dodecahedron vocalist and guitarist Michel Nienhuis moved forward with Autarkh, which sticks with some of Dodecahedron’s tricks and expands into new arenas. In a 2012 Dodecahedron interview with music blog American Aftermath, Nienhuis cited Dutch sound artist Jaap Vink as an influence, and on Autarkh’s debut, *Form in Motion (Season of Mist)*, he embraces an even wider palette of electronic music, marrying playful touches of avant-garde electronic with ferocious black metal. A four-piece consisting of Nienhuis, synthesist and sound designer Joris Bonis (also formerly of Dodecahedron), guitarist and vocalist David Luiten, and synthesist and beat designer Tijnn Verbruggen, Autarkh stomp across a blasted soundscape, absorbing everything that’s not nailed down and a few things that are. Their harsh, challenging sound isn’t particularly invested in any genre, and often storms through several in one song. The majestic “Lost to Sight” touches on prog, black metal, noise, and thrash. The cyclical whirlwinds of “Cyclic Terror” and the unsettling intro and wiry, athletic riffing of “Impasse” gleefully merge industrial, punk, prog, and EDM influences, while the eerie abandoned-city vibe of “Meta-cognition” segues into the raw hardcore energy of “Clouded Aura.” *Form in Motion* is a rich album with tons of replay value; it’s fierce and fresh, and I look forward to spending more time with it. And I’ll call it now: given the time to flourish and sink into the ears of an audience, Autarkh will become highly influential on the next generation of extreme metal. —**Monica Kendrick**

**Nick Cave & Warren Ellis, *Carnage***

Nick Cave & Warren Ellis, *Carnage* is a raw, playful mix of blues and country. Eclectic and ambitious as that effort is, though, it doesn’t capture June’s full range. On the cover of her new fifth album, *The Moon and Stars: Prescriptions for Dreamers* (Fantasy), June wears a spectacular silver gown, and the music matches the portrait’s dreamy, dazzling sophistication. Produced by Jack Splash (who’s also worked with Alicia Keys and John Legend), the album is dense, lavishly arranged R&B. "Call Me a Fool" feels like some rapturous combination of Etta James and Patsy Cline, while "Fallin’" channels the folk purity of Nick Drake, the guitar pulsing and circling with June’s breathing—it’s the track most like June’s earlier work, but subtle overdubs give it a richer, fuller sound. “Stay” starts with a piano melody, then adds a martial drum, a full string section, and June’s voice in a multitracked chorus. That voice, harmonizing with itself or otherwise, remains a wonder. In her earlier work, June’s nasal burr and laid-back phrasing evokes calluses and dirt roads, but on *The Moon and Stars* it sounds more like sandpaper drawn gently across velvet—a sound so harsh it’s sensuous, and so smooth it cuts deep. —**Noah Berlatsky**

**Valerie June, *The Moon and Stars: Prescriptions for Dreamers***

Fantasy

valeriejune.bandcamp.com
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In 2018 Nick Cave opened a new portal into his world with a question-and-answer newsletter titled the Red Hand Files. As queries from fans flooded in, Cave dutifully replied with poetic meditations, splashes of Polaroid of his opulent Brighton home, and the occasional errant one-liner that shed new light on the mystique that he’s meticulously cultivated for 40-plus years. On February 25, Cave revealed one of the most momentous installments of the Red Hand Files; the surprise release of Carnage, a collaborative album with longtime cohort Warren Ellis that he describes as “a brutal but very beautiful record nestled in a communal catastrophe.” Though Cave and Ellis have worked together in various capacities since the mid-90s, including the Bad Seeds and Grinderman, Carnage is their first pure duo release outside the soundtrack realm. The Bad Seeds’ most recent albums, 2016’s Skeleton Tree and 2019’s Ghosteen, took shape in the shadow of the accidental death of Cave’s teenage son, Arthur, in 2015, and they’re devastating. On Carnage, though, Cave ruminates on a different sort of death: the implosion of a world that once seemed laid out in, Cave dutifully replied with poetic meditations, as he enters sonic tabernacles from which Cave can praise or condemn at will. The album does best when it celebrates the Cave-Ellis dyad at its most uninhibited, prioritizing boldness above overall cohesion. That’s not to say lack of coherence is a weakness; when describing how to build a perfect house of worship in The Cathedral Is Dying, sculptor Auguste Rodin wrote, “There is no beginning, Start where you arrive.” With Carnage, Cave and Ellis invite listeners to simply exist in the moment, and in a time where so many are preoccupied with the past or the future, that feels like a gift.

—SHANNON NICO SHREIBAK

DRE IZAYA, I FALL APART WHEN THEY LEAVE Loop Theory
looptheoryinc.com/ifawt

Englewood rapper Dre Izaya has recently emerged as part of a loose collective of pop, R&B, soul, and hip-hop artists associated with Loop Theory, a local indie artist-development and management company founded by producer Disrupt and rapper Navarro. (The agency also releases music by the artists on its roster.) Last year, Loop Theory put together a big rollout for the October debut of rapper Britney Carter. As I Am, and with the arrival of Izaya’s new I Fall Apart When They Leave, the label is finishing a one-two punch. Izaya tops gleaming instrumental portraits with butyric half-sung verses, sometimes draping his voice with Auto-Tune to amplify its sumptuousness, as he does on the neon-colored “I Understand/Separate.” He raps with the cool poise of a star in the making, which helps sell some of the sleepier songs in I Fall Apart When They Leave—it feels like he’s just one inescapable hook away from becoming an unstoppable hit machine. —LEOR GALIL

KUZU, THE GLASS DELUSION Astral Spirits rempisdorjidamon.bandcamp.com/album/the-glass-delusion

Kuzu formed in 2017, when electric guitarist Tashi Dorji and drummer Tyler Damon invited saxophonist Dave Rempis to join their duo onstage at Elastic Arts. The set went so well that they recorded an album the next day. Anyone who knew what that record’s title, Hiljaisuus, means in Finnish probably just thought the trio were trolling—“silence” was the last thing you’d expect from three musicians so adept at managing high volume, and they’d delivered exactly the sort of blistering barrage you’d expect. But on their first tour in fall 2018, Kuzu added nuance and variety to their improvisations’ default intensity. They had the presence of mind to record evidence of their evolution as they went, and they’ve been releasing documents of it ever since. This month’s The Glass Delusion—named for a psychological phenomenon first identified among affluent medieval Europeans, which causes the affliction to believe they’re made of breakable crystal—is the third such album. “It Simply Becomes Jammed” is a 31-minute set recorded at their defacto home base, Elastic Arts, and despite the intimations of stickiness in its title, it’s a study in the cultivation and management of dynamic tension. The trio build from tiny gestures to a stampeding charge, then subside to a simmering stew of tart tones before breaking into an untempered sledgehammer duel. And “Gnash,” recorded at the same Milwaukee concert that yielded last year’s Purple Dark Opal, layers together long reed tones, rustling brushwork, and ridgelines of feedback to create a sonic expression of bleak lunar topography. Each of Kuzu’s 2018 recordings has taken us further from where they started, which makes it less certain what the group might sound like next—and more exciting to find out. —BILL MEYER

HEDVIG MOLLESTAD TRIO, DING DONG.

Norwegian guitarist Hedvig Mollestad has an uncanny ability to merge rock and jazz in arrangements that transcend the cliches of both genres. On her new album, Ding Dong. You’re Dead. (Rune Grammofon), this hybrid sound is defined in no small part by a sense of play. She returns to her long-running trio following the 2020 detour Ekhidna, where she was backed by a larger ensemble. The perpetual shredding on the new record could sound over-the-top alongside some of the more

MUSIC
The hostility in their music has power, but they're also aware it could drown out their vision if they ratchet up its intensity too far—and the ricochet-ing grindcore blastbeats on the raging “Unautho-rized” and “Funeral Grief” push right up to the line between “unbridled” and “out of control.” They also throttle back for the reflective burner “The King-dom of Heaven,” a much longer, slower song where Porcupine’s ferociousness invigoration a drawn-out shoegaze melody that lunes into an acidic cli-max. The band are learning to translate hardcore aesthetics into new musical territory and growing more capable of exploiting their potent possibilities. —Leor Galil

**LEOR BETASAMOSAKE SIMPSON, THEORY OF ICE**

You’ve Changed

Simpson’s own takes on daily life, relationships, and the interconnectedness of people, nature, tradition, and spirituality all reach us through an Indigenous lens, but the fuel for resistance they provide can teach anyone. —Jamie Ludwig

**TREE, SOUL TRAP**

Self-released via Soul Trap Music
locatemtree.bandcamp.com/album/soul-trap

In the past decade, Chicago hip-hop has ele-vated many talented acts to the national stage, among them rapper-producer Tremaine Johnson, better known as Tree—and his wildly idiosyncrat-ic sounds set him apart from most of those newly minted stars. The Cabrini-Green native specializes in calamitous productions whose tough-as-nails percussion frames honeyed vocal samples warped till they sound ghostly; it’s a style Tree calls “soul trap.” This sound enriches his storytelling, giving his worldy-wise perspective more heft and making the detailed snapshots from his youth feel as tangible as flesh. Tree’s new Soul Trap (self-released via Soul Trap Music) takes a more restrained, mini-mal approach to this aesthetic, to excellent effect; the sparse arrangement of “Scared of Airplanes,” with its acerbic electronic claps, rubber-band bass, and synching synths, enlivens Tree’s reflective, searching verses about his role as a mentor and the choices he’s made in life. Respected veterans Roc Marciano and King Louie are among the guests dropping verses on Soul Trap, which gives me hope that more people will be introduced to one of Chicago’s most gripping and underappreciated art-ists. —Leor Galil
Alejandro Ayala, aka King Hippo, DJ and producer

“You bring people together and something will always happen…. The how is pretty easy, but the why is more important to me.”

As told to Salem Collo-Julin

I posted to my social media: “If a person has lived in Chicago for the better part of 24 years, can they be considered an Honorary Chicagoan?” When I lived abroad, people would ask me where I was from, and I would always say “near Chicago,” because when I first moved I had been living in Cicero. I grew up in beautiful Arlington Heights, northwest of the city, and I moved to Chicago in 1997. One of my friends replied to my post that you can consider yourself a Chicagoan if you’ve lived here for ten winters.

When it first started snowing this winter, my girlfriend and I noticed that a neighbor of ours had shoveled out our car. And I thought, “Oh man, that’s really nice of them.” So the following day I went out to shovel, but I think my Virgo tendencies kicked in and I ended up clearing something like 15 parking spots—a quarter of the block. It was the only exercise I was getting, so I was out there maintaining it every day. Lining it up, making sure you see the curb right over by the fire hydrant, the yellow paint.

I would say I’m a DJ first, but my gut wants to say that I’m just a fan of music and the arts in general first, because I think that’s what kind of drives everything that I do. Primarily I’ve been a DJ for about 15 years now here in the city. But beyond that I’m a radio broadcaster, event producer, an instructor. I have my hands in digital marketing, and I was a talent buyer before the pandemic. I help produce records—well, you know, I guess a lot of different sorts of things. I was booking for the Whistler just before the pandemic. [Owner] Billy [Helmkamp] asked me to help him out starting in late 2019, and we were really getting things going by February of 2020. We had a lot of awesome stuff planned out for spring. And I was excited about the summer.

When the lockdown first started, I was in Mexico on vacation. I left Chicago and actually never really came back to the same world. As my vacation kept going, I was seeing an increasing amount of strange posts from America and seeing all these weird e-mails. And, you know, I was on vacation. I was trying not to read them, but a lot of them were like, “Cancellation! Cancellation! Cancellation!” I’m like, “What is going on over there?”

My bosses at the Whistler were having conversations with staff at this point, and they decided to close. Back then I guess everybody was looking to South Korea or China as the model for shutdown, and it looked like it was going to be a three-month thing, you know? But yeah, I mean, shit, we fucked that up.

When I got back from Mexico, my work was just tons of e-mails to people that were doing shows, to agencies, to everybody—I mean, it was a week and a half of nonstop e-mailing, either outright cancellations or rescheduling. But then, that was it. I think I may have put 45 minutes of work into the Whistler since then, just to help run some ads on Facebook, you know. So it’s almost like that’s completely disappeared from my life.

In the summer the city got creative, and I was at least able to do one event on my own and help out with a few others. In 2019, I got a grant through DCASE to do a two-night series called the Preservation of Fire, to be hosted specifically on the south and west sides of the city. And then in January 2020, I got another grant to do the same thing in the summer of 2020, which would have been connected to the Chicago Jazz Festival. But that was canceled, and at a certain point, DCASE reached out and said, you have the option of either holding the money until next summer and seeing what
happens or using the money to produce a video for the Millennium Park at Home: Chicago Jazz series.

Angel Bat Dawid, Isaiah Collier, Julian Otis, Jeremy Warren, and Kennedy Banks had started doing a weekly outdoor jam series called the Royal Sessions in July, and that really saved me, really nourished my soul. Attending for the first time really helped balance me back out and made me realize just how much I missed live music and human interaction.

I remember thinking that the Royal Sessions felt exactly like what the Preservation of Fire events had been about. So I asked Angel and Isaiah if it was cool if I came by and documented everything to then present to the city. They were hosting weekly sessions at the Perennial Garden in Jackson Park, and the first few were pretty sparsely attended, but as the summer went on and into the fall it started to swell up. The garden is so wide and people that went were very careful, so their picnic blankets were really far apart from one another. And even if they weren’t on their blankets, it wasn’t like people had their masks off. Everyone always had their masks on. They would take a sip of their drink and then cover their face right back up.

When we did the Preservation of Fire sessions, we made sure to really drive that idea home—to respect and take care of the talent of the city, you know? They’re treasures for the city. We can’t jeopardize that just for the sake of having fun. And more importantly, those sessions, like I said, were nourishment. So we were really wanting to make sure people were respectful, because what the musicians were doing was invaluable.

I started teaching young people in a program for After School Matters called Event Planning and Production. I’m amazed how many students have said this is something that they’re so excited about and that they’ve always wanted to do. I’ve been really lucky to meet a lot of very enthusiastic young people, and surprisingly, a good amount of them have already had practical experience in one way or another.

I’m constantly surprised by the professionalism of the teenagers that I’m meeting. A lot of the students have done weddings and other events, things like that, and in some other cases they have organized fundraisers or protests.

I suppose what I like to help them focus on is the importance of community and the importance of gathering and what happens once you bring people together. It’s magical. In my experience, you bring people together and something will always happen. And I think that’s an incredible thing to experience. It’s the why, more than the how. The how is pretty easy, but the why is more important to me.

I’m currently working with Sura Dupart, who’s an elder here in the city. I’ve been working with him and his group for the last two years, creating events that the band can play at and recording them. I found Sura and his band because Joe Bryl and Angel were telling me about this group that I should check out, and I went with them to see them play at the Silver Room. I got to meet the band, and I fell in love with their sound.

I wouldn’t say it’s like entertainment or music per se, but I would say it’s more medicinal than anything else. When you sit down and you listen through their entire set, they pull your spirit and move it around. It’s almost like a chiropractor manipulating your spine or something like that, but with your spirit. I definitely physically feel less tension on my shoulders when I see them play. We’re going to release a CD sometime this year.

My girlfriend and I stayed at home for ten days a few times in the last two months. We didn’t go outside at all during those periods so we could go meet with our families without our masks on. And even then I was anxious about taking my mask off. So I don’t know how ready I’m going to be to gather with groups anytime soon. There’s a lot of things I wish, but at this point, with the way we are, I think everybody needs to chill out until next spring.

---
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NATIONAL POLITICS

Meet the new boss, Joe Biden

And meet his bosses—corporations and the investor class.

By Leonard C. Goodman

Leonard C. Goodman is a Chicago criminal defense attorney.

There is an odd dichotomy today in our nation’s Capitol. Congress has just approved a bill known as the American Rescue Plan (ARP), providing temporary assistance to struggling families. But at the same time, our Capitol—the place where America’s children go to learn about democracy—remains locked down, surrounded by thousands of armed National Guard troops and seven-foot fences with concertina wire.

Official explanations for the continued militarized lockdown of our Capitol keep shifting. First it was in response to the January 6 riots, planned openly on social media and yet somehow catching our 16 intelligence agencies by surprise. Next the FBI predicted violence on Inauguration Day, January 20. Then we were warned about online chatter that QAnon adherents were planning something scary on March 4.

Now it’s late March. Why are the troops and the barriers still there? The answer likely relates to recent polling showing that dissatisfaction with the two governing parties has reached an all-time high in America. According to a recent Gallup poll, 62 percent of survey participants think that the Republican and Democratic “parties do such a poor job representing the American people that a third party is needed.” Yet, the two-party duopoly has completely shut third parties out of national politics. Third parties can’t get on the ballot, and they can’t get into the debates. No wonder there is fear and loathing in our nation’s Capitol.

Republicans pretend to care about traditional values; they pledge to fight the woke liberals trying to control our lives. Democrats pretend to fight for the poor and working class. But behind the scenes, both parties serve the interests of the investor class that funds them and demands, in return, a high rate of return on their investment capital.

The public funding between the two corporate parties depicted nightly on our cable news shows is as phony and staged as the 1970s-era wrestling matches between The Sheik and Dick the Bruiser.

Popular support for the Republican Party is so thin that the party has been taken over by a game show host who posed as the protector of working people and Christian values. The party limps along, relying on anti-democratic measures like filibusters, gerrymandering, and voter suppression to protect the interests of its donors.

The Democratic Party is only slightly more functional. It portrays itself as the champion of the working class. But behind the scenes its leaders assure their corporate donors that working people will receive no significant advances—such as universal health care or a living wage—under Democratic rule. Carrying out such a schizophrenic program requires almost constant deception. Democratic lawmakers pretend to support popular programs like Medicare for All (M4A) knowing full well that if M4A ever passed into law, their party would lose its major funders from the insurance industry. Thus, when more than a hundred House Democrats cosponsored Representative Pramila Jayapal’s M4A Bill in 2019, they knew Speaker Nancy Pelosi would never risk letting the bill reach the House floor. Democratic voters overwhelmingly support M4A. An open debate and floor vote might encourage these supporters to organize and overwhelm the resolve of the bought-off lawmakers.

The Democrats rely heavily on a lapdog corporate press to support their deception. Outlets like the Washington Post, New York Times, CNN, and NPR can be counted on to endorse the fiction that Democrats, who now control both houses of Congress and the presidency, really want to improve the lives of working people but are stymied by centrists like Joe Manchin, by the Senate parliamentarian, or by the threat of a Republican filibuster.

The corporate press has praised the ARP bill as a historic victory for the poor. But struggling Americans see a different reality. After a year of COVID lockdowns, many are facing crushing levels of debt and can expect assistance checks to be gobbled up by landlords, lenders, medical providers, and credit card companies. Further, because we don’t have universal health care, the ARP funnels billions of taxpayer dollars into the coffers of giant health insurance companies like Aetna and UnitedHealthcare to “cover recently laid-off workers and those who purchase their own coverage” with no price restraints on premiums or guarantees that the private insurers will actually pay for health care when workers get sick.

Working people have also noticed that after taking office, Biden immediately jetisoned every single one of his campaign promises that was opposed by major donors to the Democratic Party, including the central promise of his campaign: to raise the federal minimum wage from $7.25 an hour to $15. This was hardly a radical promise by a president whom the establishment press describes as a “crusader for the poor.” (The press generally ignores the fact that Biden has largely been funded by corporate and financial services industry cash for decades.)

A person working full time, year-round for $7.25 an hour earns about $15,000 a year, keeping them below the poverty line and eligible for food stamps. Yet major Democratic donors believe they can earn a higher rate of return on their investment capital if workers are paid poverty wages, requiring them to spend their off hours participating in the gig economy, driving us around and delivering our groceries.

Biden’s excuse for abandoning a living wage for workers—his respect for the opinion of the Senate parliamentarian—rings especially hollow since Biden has already bombed Syria without authorization from Congress, showing little respect for the law or the Constitution, or for the voters to whom he had promised a “foreign policy for the middle class” that will end “forever wars.” This illegal bombing did please the weapons industry, major donors to both governing parties.

The fact that Biden broke campaign promises to please Democratic donors is not surprising. The affluent and the well-organized routinely block popular policy proposals and enact special favors for themselves. Yet, the speed at which Biden abandoned the core principles of his campaign was jarring even to his most loyal supporters.

Of course, the corporate press will continue to provide cover. But fewer and fewer Americans are relying on the corporate press for news and information. Nearly every week, new platforms emerge on the Internet where journalists can do reporting, break major stories, or provide commentary outside of the repressive constraints of the corporate press.

Recognizing the threat posed by unconstrained truth-telling and actual journalism, Congress has been summoning the chief executives of Google, Twitter, and Facebook before it, encouraging them to censor divergent voices. The goal is to disempower, deplatform, and demonetize dissenting voices by accusing them of advancing false claims or spreading extremism.

These efforts at censorship are incredibly dangerous and destructive. But they are also destined to fail. Americans have been turning away from corporate news in droves. They have tasted free thought and real investigative journalism online and won’t give it up without a fight.

The narrow range of opinions allowed on corporate news platforms can never be imposed on a free Internet, even one dominated by just three or four companies. To illustrate the absurdity, consider the issue of NATO expansion. In 1990, Secretary of State James Baker assured Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev that NATO would not expand even one inch eastward. Today, official U.S. policy is to antagonize Russia by expanding the NATO alliance up to Russia’s border. But if you disagree with that policy, you can be kicked off Twitter for “undermining faith in NATO.”

A national government that represents corporations and routinely lies to its voters needs Silicon Valley and the corporate press to maintain a stranglehold over the dissemination of information. But as that wall of protection continues to crumble, expect the wall of troops and nonscalable fencing to become a permanent fixture in our nation’s Capitol.

@GoodmanLeon
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Originally founded by five students in the basement of the Chicago Theological Seminary in 1961, the Seminary Co-op is now a Chicago staple at two Hyde Park locations.

The first, the Seminary Co-op Bookstore, is the largest academic bookstore in the U.S., shelves stocked largely with books from university presses and small publishers. The shop prioritizes underrepresented voices, older works, lost volumes, soon-to-be classics, and titles that rarely get shelf space elsewhere.

The second location, sitting just two blocks away, is 57th Street Books. The store has served Hyde Park and the larger south side community since 1983, with a world-class selection of children’s books, cookbooks, travel guides, mysteries, romance, and science fiction. 57th Street Books received the Pannell Award in 2019, the highest honor in children’s bookselling.

According to these not-for-profit bookstores, “While we make our living selling books, our primary mission is cultural: to support the life of the mind and provide a physical space for discovery, browsing, conversation, and community.” In 2019, the Seminary Co-op stores became the country’s first nonprofit bookstores whose mission is browsing, and the cultural-mission approach has allowed them to continue making an incredible impact on their communities both locally and beyond. First and foremost, they sell books for the cultural and communal good.

The Seminary Co-op team has around 700 author events each year, digitally publishes The Front Table, creates the podcast Open Stacks, runs a blog, hosts academic conferences and book fairs, holds cultural and civic partnerships, and maintains an excellent browsing experience at their two locations. More than 80,000 members have joined the Seminary Co-op community over the years, including names like Barack and Michelle Obama, Saul Bellow, Sara Paretsky, Friedrich Hayek, Paul Ricoeur, Sandra Cisneros, Susan Sontag, Harold Washington, Toni Preckwinkle, and Harry Davis.

The Seminary Co-op Bookstores understand and value their place in Chicago’s literary community; their bookstores are just one piece of that, which includes prolific writers, national organizations, libraries, museums, publishers, and more.

“Clearly, Chicago cares about book culture. It’s no surprise then that Chicago cares about its bookstores; indeed, we play a critical part in a vibrant and engaged ecosystem committed to the book.”
Mikki Kendall
_Hood Feminism: Notes From the Women That a Movement Forgot_
Author Talk: Oct. 22, 2020

Sonali Dev
_Recipe for Persuasion_
Author Talk: Nov. 19, 2020

Riva Lehrer
_Golem Girl_
Author Talk: Dec. 17, 2020

Emil Ferris
_My Favorite Thing Is Monsters_
Author Talk: Jan. 28, 2021

Eve Ewing
_1919_
Author Talk: Feb. 25, 2021

Nnedi Okorafor
_Remote Control_
Author Talk: Mar. 25, 2021

Natalie Moore
_The South Side_
Author Talk: Apr. 22, 2021

Rebecca Makkai
_The Great Believers_
Author Talk: May 27, 2021

Fatimah Asghar
_If They Come for Us_
Author Talk: June 24, 2021

Kayla Ancrum
_Darling_
Author Talk: July 22, 2021

Jessica Hopper
_(TBD)_
Author Talk: Aug. 26, 2021

Precious Brady-Davis
_I Have Always Been Me: A Memoir_
Author Talk: Sep. 23, 2021

Nnedi Okorafor
Author
Nnedi Okorafor is an international award-winning writer of science fiction and fantasy for both children and adults. The more specific terms for her works are Africanfuturism and Africanjujuism. Her many works include *Who Fears Death*, winner of the World Fantasy Award and in development at HBO as a TV series; the Nebula and Hugo Award-winning novella trilogy *Binti*, in development at Hulu as a TV series; the Lodestar and Locus Award-winning Akata series; and her most recent novella *Remote Control*. Her debut novel *Zahrah the Windseeker* won the prestigious Wole Soyinka Prize for Literature. Okorafor is busy adapting Octavia Butler’s *Wild Seed* for TV with Amazon Studios, and she currently lives with her daughter Anyaugo in Phoenix, Arizona. Learn more about Okorafor at nnedi.com and follow her on Twitter (@Nnedi), Facebook, and Instagram.

Jill Hopkins - Moderator
Jill Hopkins is the host of _Jill Afternoons_ on Vocalo Radio, the _Making Beyonce_ podcast for WBEZ, and _The Opus_ podcast for Consequence of Sound. She’s also a comedic essayist and culture journalist with bylines at The Onion’s A.V. Club, Vice’s Noisey, the _Chicago Reader_, and more. In addition to writing and hosting, in the Before Times, you could find Jill DJing and playing in rock bands in Chicago. But, these days, you can find her almost exclusively at her desk in her attic.

Presented by:

Learn more at chicagoreader.com/bookclub
I can't give my friend another phone job

He pleases himself to the details of how I have sex with his wife.

By Dan Savage

Q: A male friend—not my best friend but a close one—told me his wife was really attracted to me and asked if I was attracted to her. His wife is an incredibly hot woman and I thought it was a trick question. I read your column and listen to the Savage Lovecast, Dan, so I know there are guys out there who want other men to sleep with their wives, of course, but I didn’t want to risk offending this friend by saying “FUCK YEAH” too quickly. After he convinced me it wasn’t a trick, I told him that of course I wanted to have sex with his wife. She’s incredibly beautiful and a really great person. I told him that I was not the least bit bisexual and not into MMMF threesomes and he told me he wouldn’t even be there. He just wanted to hear all the details later—and hear them from me, not her.

A: It’s obviously not enough for him to know you’re fucking his wife. If that was enough for him, DACUCK, he wouldn’t want to get on the phone with you afterwards.

This is a consent question. If your friend consents to his wife having sex with other men on the condition that he hears about it afterwards—and hears about it from those other men—that condition has to be met for the sex she’s having with other men to be consensual. And while the calls afterwards aren’t a turn-on for his wife, DACUCK, if those calls make it possible for her to sleep with other men and she enjoys doing that, well then, the calls actually are doing something for her too. You’re not obligated to have these conversations with your friend if they make you uncomfortable—because of course you’re not—but if you were to refuse, DACUCK, then your friend might withdraw his consent for you to fuck his wife. Your friend and his wife might be willing to revise these conditions just for you, DACUCK, so it couldn’t hurt to ask. But if he says no and you don’t get to fuck his wife anymore. Or if he says no and his wife keeps fucking you, well then, she’d be cheating on him for real and not “cheating” on him for fun.

Zooming out for a second: you knew this was a turn-on for your friend before you fucked his wife. You knew he was a cuckold, which means you knew he’d be out there somewhere beating off about you and your dick. Even if he didn’t want to hear from you directly afterwards, even if he was pumping the wife for the details, your friendship was sexualized pretty much from the moment he asked you to fuck his wife and you agreed.

So the problem isn’t the sexualization of this friendship or the awareness that this dude is out there beating off about you. The problem is having to listen to him beat off when you get on the phone—or having to see him become visibly aroused when you meet up in person—and there’s a pretty easy workaround for that. (I love a solvable problem!) Instead of giving him a call after you’ve fucked his wife, use the voice memo app on your phone to record a long, detailed, insult-strewn message after you’ve fucked his wife and send it to him. You’ll still get to fuck his wife, he’ll still get to hear about it from you, and you won’t have to listen to him doing what you damn well knew he’d be doing after you fucked his wife, i.e. furiously beating off about you.

Q: I’m a 20-something hetero female living in the south. I’m having trouble with my boyfriend of almost three years. We are very happy together but our sex life is lackluster. The really strange part is that the sex, when we have it, is always good. It’s intense and satisfying. However, getting sex to happen is a challenge. My boyfriend has a lower libido but it’s not a huge discrepancy. I want sex two to three times per week and he wants it maybe once per week. We have compromised on twice a week. However, the sex is routine and banal. It always happens on the same days—Sundays and Wednesdays—and there’s no spontaneity at all, which makes it boring for me. In addition, my boyfriend never initiates. He has a history of being promiscuous—he slept with about 100 women before we were together—and I am completely fine with that. But he has admitted to me that he misses his promiscuous life and that monogamy is difficult for him. He says he loves me and that he wants to make this work. He is the person I want to marry but I feel like I’m settling sexually. Please help. —BECOMING ANNOYED NOW ABOUT LOVEMAKING

A: The sex, when you have it, is intense and satisfying . . . but routine and banal at the same time because there’s no spontaneity. The answer is obvious: If having sex at the same time and in the same place is ruining the intense and satisfying sex you’re having, BANAL, maybe don’t always have sex at the same time or in the same place? And since you’re the initiator and that’s unlikely to change—turning a cheater into a faithful partner is easier than turning a non-initiator into an initiator—that means you’re in charge of the when and the where. You’ve already compromised on having sex twice a week, which is your low-end preference and double his preference (so you got the better end of that deal), and now all you gotta do is initiate sex on different days, at different times, and in different places. Easy-peasy.

Now for the nonobvious answer, BANAL: You need to listen to what your boyfriend is telling you. Monogamy is difficult for everyone, not just your boyfriend, but some people find it more difficult than others. And asking someone who finds monogamy extremely difficult to make a monogamous commitment . . . yeah, that’s not a great plan. This isn’t entirely on you; someone whose libido tanks when they’re in a monogamous relationship and/or someone who’s way more interested in sex when they’re free to sleep around shouldn’t be making monogamous commitments. Or not making them yet. Monogamy might not be right for your boyfriend at the moment, BANAL, but that doesn’t mean it won’t be right for him ever. Just like sex you have to schedule might not be right for you now, while in your mid-20s, but that doesn’t mean scheduled/routine/maintenance sex won’t be right for you ever.

Send letters to mail@savagelove.net. Download the Savage Lovecast at savagelovecast.com. @fakedansavage
The Chicago Reader is now biweekly

More than 50,000 copies will be available at nearly 1,200 locations across the city and suburbs.

Upcoming Issues:

Apr. 1, 2021 .......... Money Smart Week
Apr. 15, 2021
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May 13, 2021
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We’re continuing the conversation! Watch for the Cannabis Issue on April 15, 2021 and the next Reader Cannabis Conversations on May 27, 2021
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health and mental health

Mental Health is Essential
Chicago Behavioral Hospital provides hope for those struggling with depression, anxiety, substance use, and other mental health conditions.
We are all in this together. Let us help.
Inpatient and intensive outpatient programs for teens and adults.
Free and confidential assessments.

844.756.8600
chicogrowthhospital.com

Troy Johnson, MSW, LCSW
Licensed Psychotherapist

Telehealth Sessions
LGBTQ-Oriented
Schedule Online
Free Initial Consultation
Accepting

8CB of Illinois
775-875-0928
www.TroyJohnsonCounseling.com

insurance services

• Home
• Auto
• Life
• Commercial
• Small Business
312-759-7740
www.tboss.com
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Thank you Illinois.
Thank you Chicago Reader.

Every vote cast is a celebration of Cannabis and the joy it creates.

Visit a RISE dispensary to try our award winning products.
Canton, Effingham, Joliet, Mundelein, Naperville, Niles, Quincy

risecannabis.com

@rise.cannabis

ORANGE HERIJUANA by Rythm
Best strain for pain relief

KOSHER KUSH by Rythm
Best strain for relief of anxiety